


Artists’ Books Exhibitions in the Bower Ashton Library 
showcases, UWE, Bristol, UK 

It’s A New Day
An online exhibition hosted by Bower Ashton Library in 
collaboration with Arnolfini, Bristol, UK
Tues 2nd March – Sun 18th April 2021*
This online display showcases a selection of artists’ books on 
mental health, wellbeing and recovery, and thinking about 
how we live within our environment. It links to themes of 
interest at our university and some upcoming events for 
students and the public over Spring. Phil Owen, archivist at 
Arnolfini has written a text to accompany the display.

It is widely recognised that reading can have a beneficial 
impact on mental health. There is nothing new in this 
idea – the entrance of the library of King Ramses II of 
Egypt was decorated with the motto ‘the house of healing 
for the soul’ – though today psychological research has 
led to bibliotherapy being recommended to sufferers of 
anxiety and depression. People have used reading in various 
different ways through the course of the Coronavirus 
lockdowns, from ‘doomscrolling’ through social media, 
overloaded with often confusing or contradictory guidance; 
to the celebrated case of former East 17 singer Tony 
Mortimer, who having never read an entire book before 
lockdown, made up for lost time by reading over 70, being 
amazed to find the extent to which ‘your worries disappear’ 
when fully absorbed by an engaging narrative.
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There is something special about the way in which an artist’s 
book, in particular, can exemplify the curative quality of 
reading. The way in which an idea might be expressed 
through an object, taking its reader through a process of 
steady revelation – perhaps by the way in which pages might 
be turned, or the relationship between words and images 
– seems especially contemplative. The appeal of beautifully 
crafted pieces, or deeply considered design… The pleasure 
of the book as a physical thing, taken further than the 
average paperback, on top of the enjoyment of whatever 
story it happens to be telling.

This display has been put together as a joint effort between 
Book Arts at the CFPR and Arnolfini, in response to 
Arnolfini’s A Picture of Health exhibition, celebrating 
perspectives on mental health and wellbeing through the 
work of a number of female photographers; and partly 
in response to a more generalised awareness of the issues 
faced by all of us living through the strangeness of a global 
pandemic. The work included presents a rich, compelling 
range of ways in which book artists have been responding to 
some of these themes.

Delpha Hudson’s Theatre of the Self documents an action the 
artist undertook in 2017, in which over a 30-day period she 
read, rewrote and burning over 30 years’ worth of diaries – 
a book-based ritualised action to cleanse and repurpose old 
self-image (‘the truth is we become the stories we tell about 
ourselves’).

Tamar MacLellan and Philippa Wood document the shift 
from working from home, as university tutors, through 
creating pieces by using conceptual art-derived, process-
based methods which follow pre-defined rules. Their use 
of a rules-based system of course echoes the way in which 
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Tamar MacLellan & Philippa Wood, The Caseroom Press – 168 

Delpha Hudson – Theatre of the Self 
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we are all now having to pay attention to new rules and 
regulations governing ordinary activities we have always 
taken for granted. 

Eva Voutsakis’ Traces Within is a photo book filled with 
images redolent of the subconscious, underwater or 
nocturnal scenes, solitary figures in landscapes, domestic 
interiors witnessed as though in dreams. This winter’s 
lockdown especially, with time outdoors so much more 
limited due to the weather, and our daily exercise frequently 
taken at the end of the working day after darkness has fallen, 
may make this book’s introspective images seem particularly 
relatable, especially to lonely home workers.

We hope you will enjoy finding your own connections to 
these pieces, and that they might go some way in reminding 
us that whatever our experiences of mental health and 
Covid 19, reading can help us feel less alone.

Phil Owen
Projects Producer/Archivist, Arnolfini

Please visit: http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/newday/ 
to find out more about these books and their makers.

*Physical books will be displayed at Arnolfini as soon as it is 
safe to do so. We will also be sharing books with the public 
online via UWE Bristol Library’s Twitter feed at: 
https://twitter.com/UWELibrary

Up to date library info can be found here: 
https://www.uwe.ac.uk/study/library/coronavirus-library-
guidance

Tonatiuh Ambrosetti - Wanderjahre of an artist
Artphilein Library, Lugano, Switzerland
Until 31st September 2021
For the annual exhibition curated by Artphilein Library, 
Tonatiuh Ambrosetti selected 30 volumes (part of the 
library collection) as fundamental books in his experience 
as a photographer.
 
A photographic book is a story rich not only in images but 
also in lives. In the text accompanying the exhibition the 
photographer writes:

Biography is also an inseparable component from the work 
of a photographer. In the world of photography it is difficult 
to pretend: many authors have fascinating lives, compelling 
journeys and stories to tell. 

Tonatiuh Ambrosetti grew up in Ponte Capriasca (Ticino 
- Switzerland). In 2006 he graduated from the ECAL 
Ecole Cantonale d’art de Lausanne, where since 2012 he 
teaches Photography. In addition to photography, Tonatiuh 
Ambrosetti practices sculpture, engraving and drawing; 
always with the steadfast refusal of the digital technique.

Artphilein Library, 1st floor
Via Ferruccio Pelli, 13, 6900 Lugano, Switzerland
https://artphileinlibrary.org/en/tonatiuh-ambrosetti-
wanderjahre-of-an-artist-30-fundamental-books-in-his-
experience-as-a-photographer/

Exhibitions at the Center For Book Arts, New York, USA

Out of Sight Beyond Touch
Until 28th March 2021
Curated by Maryam Ghoreishi, this exhibition investigates 
the sense of sight, but also of touch. Through the artworks of 
Amina Ahmed, Bahman Mohammadi, Masoumeh Mohtadi, 
and Shirin Salehi, each of these senses—either acting 
alone or working together—reminds the visitor of the vital 
role of discovery and understanding that sight and touch 
play together in determining tactile sensations. Visitors’ 
interactions with each artwork imply the concept of mystery 

Eva Voutsaki – Traces Within 

Image courtesy of Amina Ahmed
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via confrontations with unfamiliar objects or situations. 
While some works are covered and may only be touched, 
some can only be viewed, not touched: each concealing a 
different approach, resulting in the process of discovery. 
Out of Sight, Beyond Touch is also designed with a reading 
section containing multiple books in English, Farsi, and 
Spanish, with a sculpture by Ramyar Vala.
https://centerforbookarts.org/out-of-sight-exhibition

Preorder the exhibition catalogue for Out of Sight, Beyond 
Touch, curated by Maryam Ghoreishi. The catalogue, 
designed by Rambod Vala and Amirali Khatibi, features 
work by Amina Ahmed, Bahman Mohammadi, Masoumeh 
Mohtadi, and Shirin Salehi, and photography by Samoel 
González and Babak Ghoorchian. Edited by Jenna Hamed 
and Sarah Sloan. Special thanks to Aran Gharibpour.
https://centerforbookarts.org/book-shop/out-of-sight-
beyond-touch

Talk - 25th March, 6.30pm- Getting the Language into Our 
Hands: A Collective Conversation and Intimate Workshop 
on Reading with Amina Ahmed
https://centerforbookarts.org/calendar/getting-the-
language-into-our-hands-a-collective-conversation-and-
intimate-workshop-on-reading

New Book Art
Until 28th March 2021
The 2019 Scholars in Advanced Studies in the Book Arts 
and Workspace Artists in Residence will be exhibiting 
work produced over the course of their one-year residency 
at the Center for Book Arts. The show features works by 
the 2019 Scholarship for Advanced Studies in the Book 
Arts Residents: Slavko Djuric, Keith Graham, Christina 
Martinelli, and Jennifer Grimyser, and the 2019 Workspace 
Residents: Adama Delphine Fawundu, Jihyun Hong, 
Kathleen Ma, Laura Nova (above), and Kevin Umaña.
https://centerforbookarts.org/new-book-art-2019-artists-in-
residence-3-exhibition

Center For Book Arts Inc
28 West 27th Street, New York, NY 10001, USA. 
https://centerforbookarts.org

Eight O’Clock in the Morning 
Brognon Rollin, Ferenc Gróf, Alex Hanimann, Basim 
Magdy, None Fútbol Club
mfc-michèle Didier, Paris, France
Until 3rd April 2021
The exhibition takes its title from Ray Nelson’s novel that 
served as the basis for the adaptation of John Carpenter’s 
movie They live. Based on a principle of altered perception, 
the main character discovers reality in a new way following 
a hypnosis session, revealing a world and its inhabitants that 
were hidden until his “awakening”.

The project gathers 5 artists or duos whose works could 
be tied to a kind of relativity, by producing or enhancing 
the distance between an object and its perception, a reality 
and the way it is perceived. If the reality can be defined as 
the whole of the perceived or existing phenomena, these 
are subjected to the interpretation of the subject, but also 
to anagogical or scientific or social practices trying to 
circumscribe them, or to re-interpret them continuously.

The works presented could be perceived according to 
different approaches, questioning this gap between the 
object, its reading or its commentary, at the same time 
historical, semantic or linguistic, while allowing a more 
speculative framework of divination or intuition, of re-
enactment or as science-fiction or speculative realism.

Most of the works articulate an ambivalent or polysemic 
relationship between text and image, each of which can 
appear as a form of metadata of each other, in the same way 
a caption or a subtitle do.

We are already looking forward to welcoming you at the 
gallery on 6th February and remain at your disposal for any 
information: info@micheledidier.com / 
Tel: + 33 (0)1 71 27 34 41.  

mfc-michèle didier
66, rue Nôtre-Dame de Nazareth, F-75003 Paris
info@micheledidier.com 
https://www.micheledidier.com
Subway: République, Strasbourg Saint-Denis, Arts et 
Métiers, Temple.

Les Citizens Parade - Image courtesy of Laura Nova 
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Rising Together | an Exhibition of Zines, Artists’ Books and 
Prints with a Social Conscience
San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
Until Sunday 9th May 2021
At this time exhibition programmes take place online; 
appointments to visit our gallery may be scheduled online. 
Details can be found at our website: https://sfcb.org

Rising Together is a juried, travelling book arts exhibition 
organised by the College Book Art Association and hosted 
from 2018–2021 in conjunction with the Art Center 
College of Design, Center for Book Arts, Mills College, 
San Francisco Center for the Book, University of Iowa, 
University of Puget Sound and University of Utah.

The work in Rising Together demonstrates how artist books 
give activism a visual voice, and can serve as powerful agents 
in effecting positive social change on issues encompassing 
social justice, power, politics, the environment and more.

Rising Together showcases the potential of the book arts 
to engage—through messaging, through critique, through 
action—and to speak truth to power in an era when such 
truth is direly needed. The exhibition was juried by Amos 
Paul Kennedy, Jr., Chandler O’Leary and Jessica Spring.

Participating artists include: Megan Adie, Martha Chiplis, 
Aaron Cohick (with students and staff of The Press at 
Colorado College), Maureen Cummins, Amanda D’Amico, 
Suzanne Glemot, Guerilla Grannies, Brooke Hardy, Lyall 
Harris, Michael Henninger, KT Hettinga, Ellen Knudson, 
Gloria Kondrup (with a collaborative student project from 
Archetype Press / ArtCenter College of Design), Kimberly 
Maher, Cynthia Marsh, Danielle McCoy, Melanie Mowinski, 
Chandler O’Leary, Sheryl Oring, John Risseeuw, Lisa 
Robinson, Robert Rowe, Laura Russell, Meghan Saas, Jaime 
Lynn Shafer, Levi Sherman, Tennille Shuster, Clarissa Sligh, 
Nikki Thompson, Elsi Vassdal Ellis, Philip Zimmermann.

View the exhibition catalogue at CBAA’s web page for 
the exhibition: https://www.collegebookart.org/Rising-
Together-TravelingExhibit

San Francisco Center for the Book, 375 Rhode Island Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94103, USA. https://sfcb.org

A Dream of a Museum - Berlage’s Masterpiece
Kunstmuseum Den Haag, The Netherlands
Until 20th June 2021*
From Ton Martens: ‘The museum building, designed by 
Hendrik Petrus Berlage, is the main object of this exhibition. 

Curators Jan de Bruijn and Jet van Overeem have compiled 
this exhibition on the basis of very diverse images and works 
from different makers. 

A series of small works which I made of the interior and 
exterior of the museum building, will be displayed. In 2018 
I created an artist book from this series of frottages and 
photos, made in an edition of 25.’ http://tonmartens.nl

Long before museum architecture was a popular tourist 
attraction, architect Hendrik Petrus Berlage and museum 
director Hendrik Enno van Gelder dreamed of creating 
an innovative, purpose-built museum. A building where 
visitors would feel at home, and where the art would be 
shown to its best advantage. Their dream became a reality in 
1935, when a new museum for modern and decorative arts 
opened in The Hague. Although Berlage had died in 1934, 
and sadly did not see the completion of the building, he 
and Van Gelder set an example for the many museums that 
would be built later. 

The exhibition will start with the architect and director’s 
original ideas and show how they impact the way we 
experience Kunstmuseum Den Haag to this day. Narratives, 
photographs, designs, drawings and unique archive material 
will be used to present a complete picture of a building 
which, since the day it opened, has been a favourite with 
visitors, artists and architects the world over.

*When the museum reopens again, the exhibition will on 
display until 20th June 2021. Kunstmuseum Den Haag 
Stadhouderslaan 41, 2517 HV Den Haag
The Netherlands
https://www.kunstmuseum.nl/en/exhibitions/dream-
museum

Rom for Bøker (Room for Books) - Kurt Johannessen, 
Rita Marhaug, Imi Maufe, Randi Annie Strand and 
Bibliotek Nordica
Kristiansand Kunsthall, Norway 
Until 14th March 2021
The exhibition Room for Books presents four artists who 
have book production central to their artist practice, and 
who have been important for the establishment of artist 
books as a genre in Norway; Kurt Johannessen, Randi Annie 
Strand, Rita Marhaug and Imi Maufe. In addition, the artist 
group Codex Polaris’s Bibliotek Nordica is on display, which 
is a curated collection of 82 Nordic art books.

The book invites an intimate encounter with the viewer. 
A physical contact. The book engages the reader’s 
movements for a period of time, and the format is also 
well suited for setting up dramaturgy. Time, movement 
and the opportunity to tell a story are key aspects of 

https://www.kunstmuseum.nl/en/exhibitions/dream-museum
https://www.kunstmuseum.nl/en/exhibitions/dream-museum
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Kurt Johannessen’s art. An artist who also works with 
performance and has a habit of drawing the performative 
aspect into the book format. He has, among other things, 
given performance lectures based on several of the books 
in the series Om noko.

Kurt’s room in the exhibition contains About 106 books; 
his entire production of art books, from the period 1984 
- 2021. It was originally shown as a joint exhibition at 
Kunstbanken in Hamar, Norway as a mark the production 
of his 100th book. Since then he has made a few more, and 
2 books from his latest series The transparent series is shown 
for the first time in this exhibition. Johannessen’s books 
have philosophical, poetic and scientific considerations 
about nature, man, thoughts and things. The expression is 
minimalist and often humorous, both through illustrations 
and text.

Johannessen’s books function as a place for philosophising 
and research, but with Randi Annie Strand, the book as 
an object in itself is important. Her series of Prisme, relief 
printed books on porous Japanese paper, bound with 
Japanese bookbinding technique fill her space. Each sheet 
has one visual element, a shape that is mirrored when 
turning the page, changing the overlaps, making new shapes 
and colours emerge. The transparent paper means that it is 
the reader’s movements that affect the shapes and colours 
when turning the pages and letting in the light. Strand 
examines the book as form, as a time-based medium and 
metaphorical object. Reading her books is a visual and 
sensory experience of formal means, and the book format 
transforms composition, form, colour and texture into 
visual poetry.

Rita Marhaug also binds her own books, and like Strand 
she has an aesthetic and material-oriented relationship to 
the book as an object. But she also uses the book as a place 
for gathering and disseminating knowledge. The plant life 
in Lofoten is the backdrop for her two Herbarium Arctica, 
in red and blue. Here, science is conveyed through graphic 
means, and the two books are a tribute to both the genre 
itself and the plant life from the harsh nature in the north 
of Norway. In the blue herbarium, she has collected plants 
from the summer season in Lofoten, pressed and later 
printed them in both negative and positive form. The blue 
colours refer to the old photographic method cyanotype, 
which also often used plants as a motif, where the plants 
were placed directly on the photographic paper before 
being exposed to light. The red herbarium is a collection 
of seaweed and kelp, pressed and printed in the same 
technique. The red colour references the light waves that 
penetrate deepest into the sea and are absorbed by red algae. 
The relief prints give a characteristic quality to the paper. 
The handwritten texts are a selection of quotes about plant 
life from poets, scientists and philosophers from different 
eras and languages.

The accordion or leporello binding that Marhaug uses 
is one of the earliest known bookbinding techniques. In 
their time, these were both easier to transport and store 
than paper rolls. This art of printing reminds us of the very 
premise of modern book production, and at Imi Maufe we 
find a large range of graphic studies. Translating Travels is 
a comprehensive travelogue; at the same time a series of 
artist books, an installation, a retrospective exhibition and 
an archive of her travels from the period 2000-2020. The 
exhibition contains conceptual documentation of journeys 
where the material, method, form and expression vary as 
much as the content. Translating Travels consists of graphic 
works, artefacts, email correspondence, postcards, texts, 
drawings and written itineraries. The various depictions 
from the various journeys we gain insight into, manifest 
themselves as, for example, a collection of stylised prints of 
blue objects found on her three-week train journey through 
Japan (Japan Blues). Or as a complex foldout book with 
printed arrows, which together with words describes how 
she got lost cycling to Peter’s Barn Gallery, West Sussex.

Johannessen, Strand, Marhaug and Maufe represent 
different approaches to the artist’s book and show a variety 
of possibilities the format offers. 

Kurt Johannessen - Photograph: Tor Simen Ulstein

Randi Annie Strand - Photograph: Tor Simen Ulstein

Rita Marhaug - Photograph: Tor Simen Ulstein



All four use the book format as their main occupation and 
they are among Norway’s most established artists within 
this genre. The artist book does not have a long tradition 
in Norway, but the genre is constantly growing. In recent 
years, festivals, fairs and publishers for artist books have also 
established themselves in this country, and more and more 
visual artists are embracing the genre in their own work. 
Major international art book fairs have also focused on the 
Nordic region and in recent years have given the Norwegian 
and Nordic artist books attention and credibility. Marhaug, 
Maufe and Strand are behind the artist group Codex Polaris, 
which since 2013 has promoted and facilitated opportunities 
for artists working with books in Norway and the Nordic 
countries. Codex Polaris presents Bibliotek Nordica, 82 
art books by Nordic artists, curated in collaboration with 
Megan Adie and Bent Kvisgaard from Denmark. This 
was first presented at the Codex Book Fair in Richmond, 
California in 2019 as part of the Nordic Focus that the 
group organised and is shown here for the first time in a 
gallery room.

Kristiansand Kunsthall’s co-location with Kristiansand 
Folkebiblioteket is in itself an obvious reason why in 
the exhibition Room for books we present studies of 
the book format in an art context. The book functions 
in the exhibition both as a place for expression and as a 
sculpture in itself. By presenting the book in a room and an 
institution that is usually devoted to images, sculptures and 
installations, we want to highlight structures and properties 
in the format that we hope the public will take with them 
in the library’s bookshelves and that characterise the 
experience the next time you open a book.

Linda Myklebust, Project Leader, Kristiansand Kunsthall, 
Norway, 2020

Kristiansand Kunsthall, Rådhusgata 11, 4th floor. 
4611 Kristiansand, Norway.
http://www.kristiansandkunsthall.no

Sumi Perera [SuperPress  EDITIONS] 
Artists’ Books, Print Installations & Exhibitions:

Northern Beaches (Manly) Library Artist Book Awards
New South Wales, Australia
Until 28th March 2021
https://www.northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au/library/whats-on/
challenges-and-competitions/artists-book-award 

2B Or Not 2B’ (To Be Or Not To Be)
A book of multiple soundwaves produced by 2B and 
non-2B pencil leads writing the above phrase and other 
interpretations of To Be Or Not To Be via: Morse code, 
typewriter clicks, thespian voices etc.  This artist’s book 
has been selected by judges Ross Heathcote & Anthea 
Boesenberg. An offshoot of the touch reactive multi-
modular installation of 12 tracks made reactive to produce 
sound via printed electroconductive ink tracts, to generate 
12 soundtracks.

This book makes alternate sounds as the pages open, close 
and flap against each other. It can also be displayed in many 
formats to adopt varying amplitudes of soundwaves, by 
removing the detachable spine to release the ‘codex-like’ 
format to transform into a concertina flag book. Previously 
exhibited at International Contemporary Print Exhibition 
2020, curated by Claudia Zapata (Curator Smithsonian 
Museum USA). The Multimodular Interactive installations 
of 2B Or Not 2B will also be shown at  IMPACT 11 
International Printmaking Conference, Hong Kong, April 
2021. https://www.impact11.hk/en/ 

In the Dark 3 – Being There
Cello Factory, London
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Bibliotek Nordica - Photograph: Tor Simen Ulstein
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(Due to run in January-postponed to Summer. Dates TBC)
A London Group Exhibition of works in a gallery shrouded 
in total darkness, than the light produced by the exhibits 
themselves. A publicity showreel of snippets of the works to 
be released soon.

ROOTS [50 Shades of Grey] A light installation will explore 
how despite being there in Sri Lanka, I had kept myself in 
the dark. Another work: THE CONQUEST OF UBIQUITY
Explores the ubiquitious nature of the coronavirus virus 
drawing upon my background as a Virologist. It pays tribute 
to Paul Valery’s essay that inspired Walter Benjamin’s essay: 
‘Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction.’ 
(1935).

FOR MORE INFO email or visit:
sumi_perera@hotmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/sumi_perera/
https://www.facebook.com/sumi.perera.71
https://twitter.com/PereraSumi
www.saatchiart.com/sumiperera

Archivio Libri d’Artista presents 8 MARZO – 
ARTISTE in ARCHIVO
Archivio Libri d’Artista / Artists’ Books Archive, 
Milan, Italy
8th – 20th March 2021

In occasione dell’8 marzo, giornata internazionale della 
donna, aderendo al Palinsesto  ‘I Talenti delle Donne’ 
promosso dal Comune di Milano, L’Archivio Libri d’Artista 
di Milano propone  artiste Italiane presenti in Archivio.

This Exhibition ‘Artiste in Archivio - 8 Marzo’ opening on 
International Women’s Day, is a tribute to Italian female 
artists: creators of books, focusing on visual poetry in 
particular. (Irma Blank, Mirella Bentivoglio, Betty Danon, 
Fernanda Fedi, Carla Bertola, Lucia Marcucci, Tomaso 
Binga, Niccolai…).  It is part of the rich history of the 
Archive, which is the propeller and developer of knowledge 
and dissemination of these artworks through national and 
international exhibitions, debates, categorisations 
and publications.

Artiste/Artists: Bellini Giuliana Benedini Gabriella 
Bentivoglio Mirella Berardi Rosetta Bergamini Luisa Bertola 
Carla Binga Tomaso Blank Irma Bogliacino Mariella Boschi 
Anna Bosco Rosa Buttinoni Piera Caccaro Mirta Campesan 
Sara Cantamessa Maura Cappanera Loretta Carrano 
Gianna Castano Loriana Cataldi Francesca Cibaldi Silvia 
Colombo Angela Danon Betty Diamantini Chiara Di Fazio 
Laura Elbaginelli Liliana Emmy Elsa Fagini Virginia Fanna 
Roncoroni  MariaPia Fedi Fernanda Ferrando Mavi Finzi 
Alessandra Fonticoli Paola Foschi Rosa Foster Rebecca 
Franceschi Kiki Garbin Ornella Gorni Meri Gut Elisabetta 
Leonardi Silvana Loro Mariella Maggiora Olga  Magnabosco 
Nadia Magni Marilde Malato Paola Manfredini Federica 
Marcucci Lucia Massinissa Anna Milani Clara Milici 
Virginia Mitrano Annalisa Morabia Adriana Moro-Lin 
Anna Nenciulescu Daniela Niccolai Giulia Oberto Anna 
Occhipinti Angela Persiani Gloria Pescador Lucia Pietta 
Alfa Piluso Ornella Pollidori Teresa Prestento Giustina 
Prota Giurleo Antonella Quintini Rosella Savoi Alba  Schatz 
Evelina Secol Mariuccia Squatriti Fausta Torelli Anna 
Toti  Buratti Assunta Trentin Romolina Vancheri Anna 
Verdirame Armanda Vitali Rosati Rita Vitrotto Clotilde.

Archivio Libri d’Artista / Artists’ Books Archive
Alzaia Naviglio Grande 66 - 20144 Milano, Italy
https://www.fedi-gini-artistbook.org
fernanda-fedi@tiscali.it 
Tel: 348.0357695

Hypatie, Fernanda Fedi 2010 edited by La Diane Française, Nice

iO, Mirella Bentivoglio, printed accordion book
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Gaby Berglund Cárdenas - PRINTS, BOOKS AND 
SOLITARY THINGS
Grafik i Väst Gallery, Gothenburg, Sweden
Until 10th March 2021 
In this solo exhibition Swedish-Ecuadorian Gaby Berglund 
Cárdenas presents a series of etchings, artists’ books and 
objects made during the pandemic. Whether performing, 
making installations, objects, prints or artist’s books, the 
repetitive aspect of her process becomes a meditative ritual 
to explore the elemental uncertainty of time, space and 
being or social inequities with regard to gender, migrations 
or race. Thread, ink, fabric, metal and handmade paper are 
used in metaphorical ways, while honoring sustainability.

Grafik i Väst Gallery in Gothenburg, Sweden runs the 
show 20th Feb – 10th March 2021. This is the artist’s first 
solo exhibition in Sweden. She has had several individual 
exhibits in South Korea and the USA. 

For more information contact the artist at:
gabycardenasb@gmail.com
https://gabyberglundcardenas.wordpress.com
Instagram: @gabyberglundcardenas

Rawie and Pesapane: Poetry in Drawings 
Huis van het boek, Den Haag, The Netherlands
17th April – 15th August 2021
This spring, House of the Book is organising the exhibition 
“Rawie and Pesapane.” Poetry in Drawings “. On the 
occasion of Jean Pierre Rawie’s 70th birthday this spring, 
the museum is preparing an intimate exhibition. In it, 
Pesapane’s fascinating and sometimes disturbing drawings 
can be admired along with Rawie’s penetrating poems about 
love and death. This jubilee year of Rawie is reason for Huis 
van het boek to provide insight into the creative process 
of the special bibliophile edition Parallellen (2017). This 
book by De Carbolineum Pers by Boris Rousseeuw from 
Kalmthout is based on the unique collaboration between 
poet and artist, with the motto: “You played as a child under 
a different sky” (Cesare Pavese). 

Elisa Pesapane chose ten poems about love and death from 
the oeuvre of Jan Pierre Rawie for the book. She linked 
existing works of her hand to these poems. She says about 
this: They are autonomous works that meet on the pages of 
the book, and are interconnected in the universal themes 
of love and death. These poems and the original drawings 
can be seen in the exhibition, as well as documentation and 
tests. that illustrate the making process. 

About the book Parallels, Ronald Ohlsen said to Tzum 
in 2017: ‘The irrepressible urge to bring text and image 
together ensures that a whole story unfolds, giving the 
old familiar poem and the sensual drawing both a whole 
new meaning. ‘ 

A separate room in the exhibition is devoted to the “Dance 
of Death”, an originally late medieval motif in art in which 
death takes the living along in a macabre ballet. A theme 
revived by Elisa Pesapane. Some examples of the “danse 
macabre”, as depicted in books from the House of the Book 
collection, illustrate this motif. For example, the Liber 
chronicarum by Hartmann Skull from 1493 and the Ship of 
Fools by Sebastian Brant from 1497. 

As in all publications of De Carbolineum Pers, the text of 
Parallellen is set by hand, in this case from the Van Dijck 
and the Kumlien, and printed by hand on handmade Van 
Gelder Posthoorn paper. The drawings have been digitally 
reproduced on Conqueror paper and glued into the book by 
hand. The book was published in an edition of 75 numbered 
and signed copies. Only a few copies are left for sale in the 
museum shop at €50.00. 

Huis van het boek, Prinsessegracht 30, Den Haag, The 
Netherlands. https://www.huisvanhetboek.nl

WINDOWS PROJECT at immanence, Paris, France
Before we meet for the exhibition “Take Position” by the 
artist Gladys Bourdon, we invite you to discover
the WINDOWS PROJECT, an exhibition cycle that has 
been taking place in the windows of Immanence from 
February 2021.
 
WINDOWS PROJECT/ PART 1/BOOK
GOD SAVE THE BOOKS
Until 4th March 2021
Seventy-eight original artists’ books from our Archive 
Station Documentation Centre to see. Artists: Marcel 
ALOCCO, ARMAN, Jean ARP, Enrico BAJ, René 
BERTHOLO, Sarah BODMAN, Christian BOLTANSKI, 

LIGHTNESS I, II, III, copper, India ink on altered bible pages

Double portrait Jean Pierre Rawie & Elisa Pesapane, 2017, 
50 x 40 cm, pencil on paper. 
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Jean-François BORY, Louise BOURGEOIS, George 
BRECHT, Marcel BROODTHAERS, Camille BRYEN, 
Sophie CALLE, Jacques CHARLIER, Christine 
CROZAT, Hélène DELPRAT, Richard DI ROSA, 
DOCUMENTATION CELINE DUVAL, Andrew DODDS, 
Peter DOWNSBROUGH, François DUFRÊNE, Jean 
DUPUY, Hans-Peter FELDMANN, Ken FRIEDMAN, 
Gérard FROMANGER, Jochen GERZ, Al HANSEN, 
Raoul HAUSMANN, Dick HIGGINS, Ake HODELL, Joël 
HUBAUT, Douglas HUEBLER, Allan KAPROW, Alain 
JACQUET, Martin KIPPENBERGER, Peter KLASEN, Yves 
KLEIN, Alison KNOWLES, Jaroslaw KOZLOWSKI, Jean 
LE GAC, Sol LEWITT, George MACIUNAS, Vladimir 
MAÏAKOVSKI, Jackson Mac LOW, Robert MALAVAL, 
Christian MARCLAY, Man RAY, Annette MESSAGER, 
Jacques MONORY, Claes OLDENBURG, Clément 
PANSAERS, Richard PRINCE, Jean-Pierre RAYNAUD, 
Pierre RESTANY, Aleksander RODCHENKO, , Dieter ROT, 
Edward RUSCHA, David SHRIGLEY, Kurt SCHWITTERS, 
Daniel SPOERRI, Frances STARK, Michel SEUPHOR, 
Jean TINGUELY, Andre TOT, David TREMLETT, Richard 
TUTTLE, UNTEL, Ben VAUTIER, Jean-Luc VERNA, Eva 
WEINMAYR, Emmett WILLIAMS.

Coming soon - 
WINDOWS PROJECT/ PART 2/VINYL RECORDS
RECORDS BY ARTISTS
6th March – 3rd April 2021

immanence, 21 Avenue du Maine 
75015 Paris, France
http://www.art-immanence.org

Biennale de Cachan, France - Two of Frédérique Hervet’s 
bookworks are currently on display at the Biennale de 
Cachan, France until 20th March 2021. 

You can browse the biennale online at: 
http://www.biennaledecachan.fr  
For more information on artists’ books by Frédérique 
Hervet visit: http://www.frederiquehervet.com

Two Cabinets exhibition in the Zentrum für 
Künstlerpublikationen / Centre for Artists’ Publications
Weserburg Museum für moderne Kunst
Bremen, Germany:

Jan Voss: Seitensprung. Spielart A, 1989. Zentrum für 
Künstlerpublikationen, Photo: Bettina Brach 
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Artists’ Publications: Keyword: Drawing
Until 9th May 2021
Artists’ publications offer space for a wide variety of 
concepts and artistic approaches. The cabinet exhibition 
focuses on works in which drawing is a formative pictorial 
medium. It presents a selection from the collections of the 
Centre for Artists’ Publications.
Curated by Bettina Brach

Artists as Independent Publishers 
14th April – 25th April 2021
Choice of artists’ books by students of the HfK Bremen. 
Photo: HfK. In autumn 2019, the interdisciplinary artist’s 
book project “Artists as Independent Publishers” initiated 
by the Bremen University of the Arts took place for the 
second time. It is a cooperation with the art academies 
Geidai Tokyo, University of Applied Arts Vienna, Royal 
College London, St Lucas School of Arts Antwerp and Burg 
Giebichenstein Kunsthochschule Halle. In the first stage, 
artists’ books were thematically reflected and produced. The 
kick-off of the subsequent exhibition series in all partner 
cities will take place at the Centre for Artists’ Publications.

A project of the HfK Bremen, organised by Stephan 
Baumkötter, Marion Bösen, Katrin von Maltzahn and 
Tania Prill.

Weserburg Museum für moderne Kunst
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany
https://weserburg.de

GRAPHICS Century XXI
The Children’s Philharmonic, and Likhanov Library
Vyatka (Kirov), Russia Until 31st March 2021
From Valeri Burov in Kirov, Russia: Friends and colleagues! 
On 9th February in Vyatka (Kirov) the exhibition “21st 
Century Graphics” was launched. Artists and art lovers were 
looking forward to this event, as the pandemic made its own 
unforeseen adjustments and the project from October last 
year was postponed to February 2021.

The opening took place in a beautiful old mansion from 
the beginning of the 19th century, which now houses the 
Children’s Philharmonic. More than 60 artists from Europe, 
Asia, the Middle and Far East (Russia, Turkey, Great 

Britain, Israel, Italy, India, Japan, Germany, the Netherlands, 
Belarus, Spain, Portugal, Goa ...) sent their works. There 
could have been more participants, but due to the lack of 
mail with the countries of South and North America, artists 
from 12 countries (Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, 
Uruguay, Venezuela, Chile ...) could not send their works. 
Some Russian artists affected by the virus could not take 
part in the project either. The total number of submitted 
works is over 130. 

As I expected, they are made in various techniques and 
styles, which allows the viewer to see and appreciate a wide 
range of development of modern graphic art of the world. 
During the opening ceremony, young performers delighted 
those present with their talents. Their performance was 
warmly received by the audience. I would like to express my 
sincere gratitude and gratitude to all the artists who took 
part and supported this project.

The exhibition will run until the end of March 2021 spread 
over the two venues in Kirov.
Project curator Valeri Burov.

BOOKS ARE BRIDGES
Claudia de la Torre - Solo show at A—Z  
Berlin, Germany
11th March - 11th April 2021
How can we still find ways to connect with each other? 
Can books play a role in this connection? And from where 
to where can they take us? For the show in A — Z presents, 
I’ve come up with a strategy to bring people and ideas 
together. A participative, open, non-ending work that could 
exist in the space, but that couldn’t exist without a form of 
contact. A book that will construct itself throughout the 
duration of the show. The thickness, amount of pages, and 
content won’t depend on me but on the public. 

Choice of artists’ books by students of the HfK Bremen. 
Photo: HfK 

Installing the exhibition at the Children’s Philharmonic, Kirov. 
Photo: Valeri Burov
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A book that functions as a bridge that connects people, 
ideas, ways of distribution and collaboration.

Ulises Carrión couldn’t have said it better in a text he wrote 
for a show at Print Gallery (Amsterdam, 1981) were he 
exhibited the project Feedback pieces:
“A Mail-Art project is a research on concepts such as 
individual/group, meaning/interpretation, input/output, 
creation/destruction (plural authorship). The participation 
of the public represents a collective re-enactment of a main 
problem in contemporary art ‘how does art come into 
existence?’ In Mail-Art the question as well as the answer, 
regardless of their eventual ‘aesthetic’ quality, become formal 
elements of a new art-work”

The answers to the sentence ‘Books are Bridges between 
____ and ____’ that are sent back to us before the end of the 
show, will be arranged into a growing bookwork inside of 
the exhibition space. 

Books are Bridges. Always under construction.
Claudia de la Torre
http://www.backbonebooks.net

Books are Bridges is part of TIME FOR BOOKS:
A space to enjoy, discover and discuss the art of making art 
books
A space to meet and learn from the designers behind the art 
books
A space to read, borrow for free, or buy art books

The current situation imposes so many challenges, yet we 
still can find something good about these times: more time 
for reading and enjoying books. And, instead of doing that 
all alone in the solitude of our homes, we want to offer a 
space where we can meet and share our passion for art, 
books & art books.

Until mid March, if you find time for a book, A—Z offers 
a space where you can envision art books as portable 
exhibitions to bridge the gap in time until great art 
exhibitions are open for visit again. So, come and browse 
through art books, sit down, read at length, enjoy a cup of 
tea, and share the time and space with us. There will be over 
100 books from the The Green Box publisher as well as a 
selection of outstanding titles from various book designers 
available to read,and some also to borrow for free, or to take 
them home forever at a fair price.

Moreover, Time for Books is about sharing the knowledge 
and love for books, so at a scheduled and announced time, 

you will be able to meet graphic designers, view their art 
books and artistic installations of their work. With them you 
can engage in a one-to-one conversation about their making 
of books, get insights, tips, tricks, or attend mini workshops. 
Amongst the book designers to present their work are: 
Claudia de la Torre, Lamm & Kirch, Anja Lutz, Andreas 
Koch, Albert Coers, Georg Rutishauser (Edition Fink) 
and more.

Follow @a.to.z.presents on Instagram or sign-up to our 
newsletter to stay tuned about the program and possibilities 
to take part in personal meetings, and come by anytime 
to enjoy a book! During your visit, we kindly ask you to 
adhere to the applicable regulations. There is a maximum of 
3 people allowed at the same time, the use of a mask and the 
keeping of 1.5 m distance is mandatory.

We are currently open by appointment.
Stay safe, grab a book!

A—Z
Torstr. 93, 10119 Berlin-Mitte, Germany.
https://a-z-presents.com

L’objet art - Carla Adra, Jean-Baptiste Farcas, Romaric 
Hardy, Fabrice Michel
Books and publications from the collection of the cdla
cdla, Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France
A project by Laurent Buffet. Visits to the exhibition are by 
appointment only, in groups of six people maximum. 

1 place Attane 
87500 Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France
https://cdla.info

Drop Dead Gorgeous: Fine Bindings of La Prose du 
Transsibérien Re-creation
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, Minneapolis, USA - 
Online, until 9th May 2021 
This virtual exhibition features the work of 25 design 
binders, including Don Glaister, Monique Lallier, Midori 
Kunikata-Cockram, and Patricia Owen. The exhibition 
debuted in the San Francisco Center for the Book and has 
since travelled from Los Angeles to Boston and is slated to 
be on view next in London, England. 
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Explore this travelling exhibition of fine binding online, 
including Kitty Maryatt’s re-creation of the groundbreaking 
book La Prose du Transsibérien, originally produced in 1913 
by painter Sonia Delaunay and poet Blaise Cendrars.
La Prose du Transsibérien pushed boundaries of book 
structure, painted imagery, and poetic expression. After 
much research, Kitty debuted a new edition in 2018, which 
faithfully incorporates techniques used in the original. At 
the same time, she commissioned fine bindings by notable 
design binders from around the world. 

Related event:  La Prose du Transsibérien Documentary 
Screening & Artist Talk, Thursday 25th March 2021, 
6-8pm CT. Join the Zoom meeting to watch “The Re-
creation of a Masterpiece: La Prose du Transsibérien,” 
a documentary by Rosylyn Rhee. After the screening, 

Kitty Maryatt and MCBA Executive Director Elysa Voshell 
will have a conversation about the project and invite 
audience members to participate in a Q&A. 
Free, register online at:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/la-prose-du-
transsiberien-documentary-screening-artist-talk-
registration-136976942723

A colourful catalogue for MCBA’s virtual exhibition: Drop 
Dead Gorgeous: Fine Bindings of La Prose du Transsibérien 
Re-creation. 109 pages, 8.5” x 11”, published by the San 
Francisco Center for the Book. $50.
Order at: https://www.shopmnbookarts.org/shop/p/drop-
dead-gorgeous-show-catalog

https://www.mnbookarts.org/drop-dead-gorgeous-virtual-
exhibition/

Vessels Invitational: Revisioning the Receptacle 
The Delaware Contemporary Wilmington, DE, USA
Until 23rd May 2021
Irmari Nacht, Englewood, NJ, USA has been invited to 
show two of her bookworks at the Delaware Contemporary 
Museum’s Vessels Invitational: Revisioning the Receptacle. 
This exhibition examines the ancient utilitarian history 
of the bowl or tureen and “expands the idea of the ewer 
beyond traditional contours to generate new perspectives 
that accentuate subtle or obvious alterations, and question 
whether objects displace or contain space”. The twenty-
four artists in the show, using metal, clay, wood, glass, 
fibre, plastic, recycled and assembled materials, expand the 
concept of form and function of the vessel.

Nacht, who has been creating sculptures from recycled 
books for many years, says, “I love seeing my books as 
receptacles for knowledge that reach the viewer through 
their outstretched slivers and slices”.

Curator Kathrine Page agrees, “Your books present as 
‘containers’ or vessels with spoken or read words; they hold 
substance; what was once cast off has been transformed 
from words to a sculpture that embodies a new identity 
inviting dialogue and intrigue”. 

Page continues, “Irmari Nacht’s bold explorations transform 
books into new shapes and forms that emerge as elements of 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/la-prose-du-transsiberien-documentary-screening-artist-talk-registration-136976942723
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/la-prose-du-transsiberien-documentary-screening-artist-talk-registration-136976942723
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/la-prose-du-transsiberien-documentary-screening-artist-talk-registration-136976942723
https://www.shopmnbookarts.org/shop/p/drop-dead-gorgeous-show-catalog
https://www.shopmnbookarts.org/shop/p/drop-dead-gorgeous-show-catalog
https://www.mnbookarts.org/drop-dead-gorgeous-virtual-exhibition/
https://www.mnbookarts.org/drop-dead-gorgeous-virtual-exhibition/
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pieces of art will be displayed in a set of old letterpress 
type drawers and showcased online through livestream 
and video. 

The project is led by artist Amanda Lynch in partnership 
with Clayhill Arts, Somerset, UK. https://clayhillarts.co.uk

Artists have been invited to create small works for the 
drawers’ compartments which range in size from 3cm x 
3cm to 6cm x 13.5cm. Four compartments are allocated 
to each artist with the tiny space designed to provide a 
reflective stimulus. The works are inspired by the theme of 
Restriction, and what that means in the context of covid-19 
and lockdown.  

Two of the contributing artists will make a blog post about 
the process of creating their work.

The exhibition is organised by artists’ network the 
Correspondence Collective, created to provide an ongoing 
point of contact, particularly for those who have felt isolated 
during lockdown. Contributed artworks will be archived 
by Clayhill Arts as a record of work created about this 
unusual time. If you have any questions, please get in touch 
with us by emailing correspondencecollective@gmail.com
Clayhill Arts, Charlynch Lane, Bridgwater, Somerset, 
TA5 2PH, UK.
 
https://www.correspondencecollective.com
https://www.instagram.com/correspondencecollective/
https://twitter.com/CorrCollective
https://www.facebook.com/Correspondencecollective

ANNOUNCEMENTS

meg - meg
Meg Duff (1947-2021)

Maria White: It is with great sadness that I write to tell the 
artist’s book community of the death of Meg Duff on 6th 
January 2021. As many of you will know Meg was Librarian 
at Tate Library, where she managed the artist’s book 
collection, until her retirement in 2007.

Meg worked at Tate Library for over 25 years. She joined as 
a cataloguer and later moved on to acquisitions where she 
began to be involved with artists’ books, working alongside 

subliminal messages. At once-contained stories, cuts, curls, 
slices, and distresses dissolve to become small monuments 
of language extended in undulations and spirals beyond the 
surface. Nacht’s skillfully textured surfaces and repeated 
elements captivate the viewer’s awareness of change, 
transformation, information, and altered reality”.

Irmari Nacht’s art is in several corporate and public 
collections: AT&T, PSE&G, ADP, Newark Museum, 
International Museum of Collage, Bowdoin College, 
Jimmy Carter Museum, Cleveland Institute of Art, Rutgers 
University, Yuko Nii Foundation, Lafayette College, and Yale 
Art Museum. 

She exhibits internationally, as well as nationally, and 
received two NJ State Council on the Arts Fellowships in 
Sculpture. She received a second Puffin Foundation Grant 
for Who Am I? an interactive project where the viewer 
becomes part of the artwork. 

Irmari Nacht received an award as a Visual Arts Winner 
of the 2018 World Citizen Artists Compete for Peace - Not 
War Competition. She was recently selected as one of the 
winners in the 2020 American Craft Week artists’ contest, 
Art Therapy in the Time of Covid19. She is represented by 
Carter Burden Gallery, NYC

The Delaware Contemporary, 200 South Madison Street, 
Wilmington, DE presents exhibitions of regionally, 
nationally, and internationally recognized artists that 
explore topical issues in contemporary art and society. The 
“Vessels” curatorial statement and artists bios can be seen 
at https://www.decontemporary.org/vessels and an online 
catalogue will be available after 5th February 2021.

THE DELAWARE CONTEMPORARY
200 South Madison Street
Wilmington, DE 19801
https://www.decontemporary.org/vessels 

An exhibition of miniature pieces of artwork inspired by 
‘Restriction’ opens - livestream online 23rd March 2021
Clayhill Arts, UK – online
23rd March to 6th April 2021
Inspired by Mail Art and by the restrictions many of us have 
experienced due to covid-19, an exhibition of miniature 



Beth Houghton. Meg became Librarian in 1990 and took 
over full responsibility for the artist’s book collection from 
Beth. Acquiring for the collection, Meg aimed to collect 
as broadly as possible. She continued and established 
relationships with booksellers and artists, who would visit 
Meg for interesting and jolly discussions and purchasing 
meetings. Stefan Szczelkun described Meg as being “very 
approachable and openminded.”1 While Johan Deumans 
wrote: “She had the sophistication of a focused, intelligent 
lady, a truly passionate specialist in Artists’ Books, a dry, 
down-to-earth humour, never to be forgotten. She had a 
field in mind, quite broad and averse to nationalities. She 
looked out for stowaways of future international allure, 
not expensive, worthy of an edition that was not subject to 
the transience of fashion, and innovative, not provocative. 
She didn’t care about big names, and had a special eye for 
(enduring) quality that had yet to prove itself.”2 

Meg would of course also go to fairs, including the Small 
Publishers Fair, LAB and the International Contemporary 
Artists’ Book Fair (then held in Halifax), where she would 
again purchase directly from artists. Helen Douglas 
remembers Meg “very much with Beth Houghton and how 
committed they were both to Artists’ Books and developing 
the library at Tate. Which was a wonderful thing. So 
they would come to fairs. … there was a slight double act 
between them in looking at books and talking with one.”3  
Helen also recalls that “Meg would listen always with an 
attentive, very bright, humorous eye. Her mouth was very 
distinct and rather precise in the way she articulated things. 
And somehow her hands, which were quite small and with 
well shaped and manicured finger nails seemed equally 
precise as her lips. I’m thinking of her hands as she looked 
at the books.”4 

As well as purchasing for the collection Meg also curated an 
exhibition of Ian Hamilton Finlay’s works. The exhibition, 
Ian Hamilton Finlay: artists’ books and prints, took place 
from 24 March - 27 June 1993 at Tate Britain. The majority 
of works were drawn from Tate Library’s extensive 
collection of over 350 artists’ books and cards by Ian 
Hamilton Finlay. The exhibition was a major achievement, 
being curated alongside her other work commitments.

Meg was of course an enthusiastic supporter of artists’ 
books. In May 1995 Meg opened the 1st Wexford Artists’ 
Book Exhibition at the invitation of Denis Collins and Andi 
McGarry. Andi writes: “When we organised our first Artists 
Book Exhibition in Ireland in the Wexford Arts Centre of 
course I had to invite the top person to open it up - and was 
amazed when Meg accepted. Meg came over for a long week 
end and myself and my collaborator Denis Collins - also 
sadly passed now went on a grand tour - Meg came down 
to my village in Kilmore Quay and I showed her the Burrow 
Sand dunes and bay. … Meg’s arrival into Wexford for the 
opening of the exhibition - really set the scene.”5 

In 1999 Meg contributed a chapter to Books by artists. In 
her chapter, which was entitled ‘A few comments about a 
few books’, she wrote: artists’ books “should be handled, 
not looked at in glass cases. Only by examining them can 
we appreciate them. Only by turning pages can we see their 
meaning emerging.”6 

It was following conversations with Meg Duff and a few 
other librarians that Sarah Bodman came up with the idea 
to invite librarians, particularly those involved with artists’ 
books, to make their own artists’ books. This resulted in 
45 library workers creating books for the Librarian’s books 
exhibition that was held at UWE Bristol, and travelled to 
Chicago and London 2005-2006. Meg made Work place: 
a surreptitious tour behind the scenes at the Tate Library 
and Archive for the exhibition. The concertina book has 
photographs of the working desks of members of Tate 
Library and Archive staff on one side (some tidy, some 
covered with books and papers) and the official Tate pass 
portrait of the members of staff on the other. The images of 
the desk are in the order that they were laid out around the 
square of offices (housed on the first floor of the portacabin 
in the carpark at the back of the Tate Britain building 
photographed on the front cover of the book). 

The portraits of the members of staff are in alphabetical 
order of the person’s given name. It is up to the reader to 
answer the question posed on the frontispiece “Whose desk 
is it anyway?” The book, utilising the book form and playing 
with different forms of portraiture, works on many levels. 
A copy is held by Tate Library.

On leaving Tate Library Meg curated a display in the cases 
outside the Reading Room. In the accompanying text she 
commented: “As a retiring librarian, I have derived great 
pleasure in dealing with artists and their books over 20 
years. Naturally I have a personal fondness for this byway 
of artist’s book, and in particular for those awkward books 
which leave me perplexed as well as delighted.”7 

Meg enjoyed walking, including going on walking 
holidays, so it was particularly cruel that she developed a 
rare condition that affected her mobility. She took early 
retirement from Tate in 2007 but continued to meet friends 
and go to exhibitions and the cinema. During the last 
18 months of her life Meg was dogged by further health 
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Meg Duff, Work place, 2005, Tate Library and Archive, Tate Britain
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problems. However Meg always faced her health problems 
bravely. Meg will be sorely missed. It is hoped to hold a 
celebration of Meg’s life at a later date.

Sarah Bodman sums Meg up well when she says “Meg was 
so enthusiastic and supportive, a great champion of artists’ 
books and so friendly to talk to. She always greeted you 
with a great big smile, she was a lovely person to know.”8 
Maria White

1. The dark arts / Stefan Szczelkun, Mute Vol. 3, no 2 , 
https://www.metamute.org/editorial/articles/darks-arts
2. Email from Johan Deumans to author, 5 February 2021
3. Email from Helen Douglas to author, 1 February 2021
4. Email from Helen Douglas to author, 1 February 2021
5. Email from Andi McGarry to author, 25 January 2021
6. A few comments about a few books / Meg Duff, in, Books 
by Artists. Bristol: Impact Press, 1999  
7. Libraries. Librarians and books / Meg Duff. Display text
8. Email from Sarah Bodman to author, 27 January 2021

meg - meg

Meg
Clive Phillpot: Meg Duff was a truly professional art 
librarian. Having observed the steadily increasing 
significance of, and interest in, artist books, for example,
as well as personally enjoying their diversity, she helped 
to develop the Tate Library’s collecting of this genre of 
art publishing. 

Meg was a good librarian, and her curiosity, as well as her 
own appreciation of this territory, led to her being rapidly 
utilized as a well-informed, and well-respected enthusiast 
in this world. She conscientiously made it her business to 
understand both the medium and the milieu.

Meg’s sociability and inquiring mind were great assets in 
her dedication to the development of Tate’s library and its 
special collection of artists’ publications. She made many 
friends through her actions, abilities and her personality, 
and was an outstanding representative for her institution.

Meg was also a good companion outside the work 
environment. After hours, and in the various gaps between 
sessions at conferences, for example, she contributed to 
the enjoyment of those also off-duty through her wit and 
sharp observations.

Others will speak of Meg’s wider experience and 
achievements but I would also like to make sure that the 
high regard that artists had for her is also properly recorded. 
And not just them, but many others as well, including 
yours truly. Clive Phillpot 02/02/21

Meg Duff (1947-2021) 
meg - meg

COURSES, CONFERENCES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS 

London Centre for Book Arts

BOOKS ARE STILL OPEN – While the studio is closed and 
workshops are on hold, our online shop is open as usual 
and new books, tools, and materials are being 
added regularly. 

All proceeds help ensure that we are here to welcome 
everyone back when the time comes: 
https://londonbookarts.org/shop/

BINDING re:DEFINED - UK Classes
Our first two classes for 2021 are postponed and will be 
rescheduled for next year. We hope that restrictions will be 
lifted so that future classes will be able to run. Keep an eye 
on the website for updates.

The programme for 2021 contains an eclectic mix of binding 
structures and techniques. Some are repeated from previous 
years (due to popularity) while others are brand new (with 
an exciting group of new tutors). 

We have a large studio with all Covid precautions in place. 
Classes are limited to 6 to ensure safe social distancing. A 
policy for attendance will be sent out to those who enrol.
The next two classes are listed below.

Please view the full details on the website: 
https://www.bookbindingworkshops.com

ORIGATA BINDING
23rd – 24th April 2021, tutor: Julie Auzillon
The starting point for an origata binding is a wrapper of 
folded paper that provides the support for sewing the 
pages and attaching the covers. The technique is adaptable 
and reversible. The origata binding can be used both as a 
conservation binding and as a creative binding, according to 
the materials used.
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The workshop will initially focus on teaching the basic 
technique on a single section book, after which a second 
two-section book is made utilising many of the creative 
variants. Basic experience required.

PERFECT MEASURING, CUTTING AND FOLDING
12th – 14th May 2021 tutor: Tine Noreille
Tine’s method for measuring is simply brilliant. She held 
a workshop at BINDING re:DEFINED in 2019 and now 
returns to inspire even more of us.

Participants will first have hands-on time to master the 
technique. They will then make at least two woven and 
interlocking book structures designed by C. Van Vliet and 
E. Steiner. These bindings open completely flat and have 
beautiful design details.
 
The class is perfect for beginners and seasoned binders alike 
- they are ideal books for artists, graphic designers,

Questions / bookings, visit 
https://www.bookbindingworkshops.com
email: bookbindingsworkshops@gmail.com 
or ring Lori Sauer on 01672 851638 

BINDING re:DEFINED aims to inspire a wider appreciation 
of book structures and how they make an intelligent 
contribution to the aesthetic of the finished work. The 
focus of our carefully selected programme remains firmly 
in the tradition of well-crafted pieces that exhibit the best 
in contemporary design. We work out of a purpose built 
bindery in Wiltshire’s beautiful Vale of Pewsey (UK) close to 
a mainline station and good road links. 

Boekbinderij Wilgenkamp, Blokker, The Netherlands
Masterclass Stub binding
8th – 10th April 2021

The Stub binding is a great binding structure with a lot of 
benefits:
• opens perfectly
• wrong grain direction is no problem
• play with design, colour and size
• different thickness of sections possible
• useful for all binding structures
• insert single sheets
• very good for conservation

In this masterclass we will make some models with different 
ways of stubs. The third day we will make the Cannelure 
book. This structure is a combination of several elements 
and it is using the stub in a functional and decorative way.
https://www.boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl/index.php/nl/
boekbindlessen-nl/masterclasses-nl/340-08-09-10-april-
2021-stub-binding

Minnesota Center for Book Arts - SPRING INTO 
ACTION WITH NEW ONLINE WORKSHOPS!
An arctic wind might be howling outside, but inside our 
homes we can plant seeds of creativity. Take a workshop and 
watch your art grow!

Swirl ink on water in a meditative suminagashi workshop, 
explore collecting as a creative practice, and stitch books out 
of repurposed fabrics. Get the kids involved in boxmaking 
or veggie printing! 

Head to our website to see all 27 beautiful virtual 
workshops, or scroll down to see what’s brand new this 
session: https://www.mnbookarts.org/category/adults-
families-virtual/

1011 Washington Ave. S., First Floor 
Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
https://www.mnbookarts.org

Bookbinding: Three Structures
Rachel Hazell - The Travelling Bookbinder 
Edinburgh, UK, 8th-9th May 2021

https://www.mnbookarts.org/category/adults-families-virtual/
https://www.mnbookarts.org/category/adults-families-virtual/
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A rare chance to attend a purely structural bookbinding 
workshop with Rachel in Edinburgh. Bind three books in a 
weekend – two hardbacks and a long stitch. 
Discover how to cut, fold, mark, sew and glue useful 
book forms. Take away three handbound books and the 
knowledge to create many more.

Over two days you will learn how to make:
i) A Case Binding – sew a book block using French 
Reinforced stitch and create a hard-covered ‘case’ to fit.
ii) A Long Stitch – An elegant structure – an exposed spine 
sewing. With ‘soft’ covers, not glued.
iii) A Secret Belgian Binding – A two-part binding. The 
covers and spine pieces are laced together and then inner 
sections sewn in.

£580.00. Book online at: 
https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/
bookbinding-three-structures/

LetterpressAmsterdam, the typographical workshop in 
the centre of Amsterdam

Summer Letterpress - A 5-day workshop, 10–14 July 2021, 
from 10:00–17:00 hrs
€500, inclusive of materials, coffee and tea etc.
Possibility to camp. After the success of the 2020 edition, 

LetterpressAmsterdam and Atelier t offer another Summer 
Letterpress Workshop in Bierbeek (Belgium).  

https://www.letterpressamsterdam.com
tomscot@kpnmail.nl

Monica Langwe - Workshops

Book as an artform I, KKV Bohuslän, Sweden
18-21 March 2021

Creative bookbinding, Garn-Iture, Köpenhamn, Denmark
24-24 April 2021

Mjuka band, grund, Langwe ateljé, Mora, Sweden
6-9 May 2021 

Risotprint/bookbinding, Langwe ateljé, Mora, Sweden
20-23 May 2021 

The book as an artform, Typer & Tryck, Jakobstad, Finland
27-30 May 2021 

Book as an artform II, KKV Bohuslän, Sweden
9-12 September 2021

More information at: https://www.langwe.se

Karen Hanmer Book Arts, USA - Online workshops

More Paper Bindings | March 4-25 | Thursdays, four 
sessions | four books
For centuries paper has served as a quick, elegant, and 
economical covering material for books. This versatile 
material can create structures ranging from pocket 
notebooks to conservation friendly bindings to a case 
durable enough for a heavily-used manual. Structures 
include: Paper Case with Adhesive Attachment, Paper Case 

https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/bookbinding-three-structures/
https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/bookbinding-three-structures/


Chino Crafts

Supporting local artisans in rural Nepal

From 9500 ft to you…

Lokta paper is handmade with lokta plant fibre 
sourced from Nepal’s high Himalayan foothills. 
This is Nepal’s age-old community enterprise 

handed down over generations. 

Artisan produced awls

Made with a strong hardwood handle and brass ring 
to hold the needle tight, and a safety cap.  

Beautifully carved bone folders

Comfortable to work with, the designs and motifs 
make them truly a collector’s piece. 

Your kind enquires: thame2709@gmail.com
https://www.chinocrafts.com
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with Tuck-In Endsheets, Dove Dale Paper Case, Multi-
Section Pamphlet. More details and booking link:
https://karen-hanmer.square.site/shop/workshops/3

Two Doublures: Leather Edge-to-Edge and Sunken Suede | 
April 6-27 | Tuesdays, four sessions
Leather doublures in place of the more common decorative 
paper pastedowns are a sensuous and luxurious addition 
to a fine binding. Working on leather-covered plaquettes, 
students will create one leather edge-to-edge doublure and 
one sunken suede doublure. More details and booking link:
https://karen-hanmer.square.site/shop/workshops/3

The Springback Binding | April 8-29 | Thursdays, four 
sessions
The nineteenth century Springback Binding opens and 
closes with satisfying jolt. The structure is also a perfect way 
to delve more deeply into traditional binding. The book 
features a leather spine and corners, two-part “split boards,” 
reinforced “made” endsheets, and a “spring” made of layers 
of card and paper. The paring requires minimal finesse, and 
the modest leather headcap is easy to form. 
More details and booking link: 
https://karen-hanmer.square.site/shop/workshops/3

Karen Hanmer Book Arts 
http://www.karenhanmer.com

Center for Book Arts, New York - Online workshops 

Our Education Programme strives to engage a wide 
audience, providing beginning students and professional 
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artists alike with a comprehensive and technically 
challenging curriculum.

In addition to foundation coursework in letterpress 
printing, bookbinding, and works on paper, we provide 
structured opportunities for working artists from other 
media to expand their creative practice in bookmaking. 
Please note that due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, all current 
classes are ONLINE ONLY. In-studio classes will resume at 
a later date. 

In order to best serve our community near and far, many of 
our online classes are pay-what-you-can. While each class 
has a suggested price, we wish to make our educational 
programming as economically accessible as possible as well 
as to make sure our students feel fulfilled in their creative 
processes outside of the studio. The amount you choose 
to pay goes directly toward our instructors and toward 
creating scholarship opportunities for the future.

View and book all available classes at:
https://centerforbookarts.org/classes

Sumi Perera [SuperPress  EDITIONS] 
Artist Talks (Online Presentations)

Process Versus Product, West Yorkshire Workshop, UK
11th March, Thursday, 7.30-8.30pm
https://wypw.org/product/talk-with-sumi-perera/

No Box to Tick, Spike Print Studio, UK
22nd March, Monday. 11.30am – 12.30pm

Hosted by Leonie Bradley.  
https://spikeprintstudio.org/courses/sumi-perera-no-box-
to-tick/

California Rare Book School - Summer 2021
The CalRBS Summer 2021 course schedule is available on 
our website, and we’re accepting applications now. We hope 
you’ll join.

 On behalf of the Director and Advisory Board, CalRBS 
is pleased to announce a new annual fellowship in honor 
of Dr. Susan Allen’s deep, long-term, and continuing 
contributions to the organisation. The Susan M. Allen 
CalRBS Fellowship in History of the Book will provide 
an annual scholarship to a participant with especially high 
promise in book history and/or special collections.
https://www.calrbs.org/courses/upcoming-courses/

Bookbinding with Cass - 
Upcycled Bookbinding kits & workshops

A range of online workshops and kit options that explore 
my passion for upcycled bookbinding, including the 
following techniques - Layered Cross Stitch, Coptic 
Binding, Mini Bookbinding with remnant leather & 
decorative exposed stitching, The Sketchbook Selection and 
Bookbinding & Botanicals.

Prices start at £30 for access to online workshops, with 
different kit options. International shipping available. For 
more info, see: https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/

Upcycled Bookbinding - The Next Chapter 
Thursdays 1.30-3pm, 25th March – 22nd April 2021

Join Bookbinding with Cass to get creative with bicycle 
inner tubes, textiles off-cuts, remnant leather, recycled 
cardboard and decorative paper as we re-purpose them 
into a collection of eye-catching books with decorative 
exposed bindings.  Workshops take place via Zoom with 
accompanying video tutorials. A great opportunity to learn 

https://spikeprintstudio.org/courses/sumi-perera-no-box-to-tick/
https://spikeprintstudio.org/courses/sumi-perera-no-box-to-tick/
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new techniques, make in the company of other bookbinding 
enthusiasts and share your work.
£105-£130 depending on kit option selected, see 
https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/weekly-bookbinding-
classes/

Cyanotype & Bookbinding, 1st April 2021

This collaborative workshop with Bookbinder Cass Barron 
and Photographer & Printmaker Kit Martin, combines 
cyanotype printing & bookbinding, resulting in a collection 
of blue books with decorative stitching.

Join a special Zoom welcome event from 6-7pm on 1 April 
to meet the artists and get inspired, then work through a 
series of step-by-step video tutorials. We’ll then re-group on 
18 April to share our work and raise a glass to our books!
£50-£75 depending on kit option. International shipping 
available. See https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/
collaborative-workshops/

The Art of Journalling
11th April 2021or self-paced option

This collaborative workshop taught by Cass Barron and 
Writer and Artist Julie Galante combines bookbinding, 
journalling and creative writing. 

A series of video tutorials show you how to make a sturdy 
refillable journal with pen-holder, pockets and envelopes, 
which is accompanied by a Zoom live journalling event 
on 11 April - a chance to explore different approaches to 
journalling and get some inspiration to start using your 
journal. There is also a self-paced option which includes 
access to pre-records in place of  the Zoom live event. 
Materials/tool kit available.

£65-£70 depending on kit option, international shipping 
also available. See https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/
collaborative-workshops/

Eco-print, Dye & Stitch: a collaborative workshop
1st & 16th May 2021

Bookbinder Cass Barron & textile artist Elisabeth Viguie-
Culshaw invite you to an online workshop that combines 
eco-printing & bookbinding.

A great opportunity to learn the magical (and scientific) 
process of printing leaves onto paper and fabric using 
a range of natural processes, before binding a selection 
of your prints into 3 book structures - a nature inspired 
journal with decorative V stitch, Japanese Stab twig book & 
origami fold Artist’s Book.

Workshop takes place via Zoom on 1st & 16th May. You will 
receive a materials/tool kit prior to the first online workshop 
along with access to a series of pre-recorded bookbinding 
videos. £100-£150 (+ booking fee) depending on kit option. 
See https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/collaborative-
workshops/

Letters to the Future, 23rd May 2021
This letter themed online workshop led by Bookbinder Cass 
Barron and Writer Julie Galante invites you to create a book 
of memories and letters to the future – a unique experience 
that takes you into the world of letters, examining personal 

https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/weekly-bookbinding-classes/
https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/weekly-bookbinding-classes/
https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/collaborative-workshops/
https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/collaborative-workshops/
https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/collaborative-workshops/
https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/collaborative-workshops/
https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/collaborative-workshops/
https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/collaborative-workshops/
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histories, handwriting, storytelling, and the joys of 
handmade communication. 

The workshop begins with a Zoom live welcome event 
followed by access to a series of video tutorials featuring 
writing prompts and instructions on how to create an 
envelope book for storing your correspondence. An optional 
letter-themed kit accompanies this workshop and an invite 
to join a Zoom sharing event in June.

£65 – £70 - international shipping available, see 
https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/collaborative-
workshops/

San Francisco Center for the Book – Online Workshops 

All workshops listed here are offered online via Zoom.
Sign up for our newsletter to receive updates on reopening 
and rescheduled workshops. https://sfcb.org/workshops

Drum Leaf Binding with Karen Hanmer
Weds 10th March 2021 3-6pm PST
The drum leaf is an excellent structure for beginning 
binders. This adhesive binding is perfect for printmakers, 
photographers, or anyone who desires to present visual 
narratives with no sewing thread to interrupt the flow of 
imagery. Class fee includes materials kit; online class. $120.
https://sfcb.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=4010

Intro to Blind and Gold Tooling
with Samuel Feinstein
Four Tuesdays, 9,16, 23 & 30 March 2021, 4-7pm PST
Students will learn the fundamentals of blind and gold 
tooling on leather in this four-session online workshop. 
Using two simple brass tools - supplied as part of an 
extensive class kit - students will learn the foundations of 
this exciting craft. This class will build a solid foundation 
for further practice. $475.  More info and booking link: 
https://sfcb.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=4012

The San Francisco Center for the Book is a centre of 
inspiration for the book arts world, featuring the art & 

craft of letterpress printing, bookbinding, and artists 
bookmaking. We are dedicated to the art of the book!

Many more online workshops available here: 
https://sfcb.org/workshops

Catriona Gourlay - V&A Artists’ Books
Talk with Catriona Gourlay, Assistant Curator, Word and 
Image V&A Museum National Art Library, Tuesday 23rd 
March 2021, Spike Print Studio, UK - online.
11:30am – 12:30pm, Hosted by Leonie Bradley 

A Journey through Artists’ Books from the National 
Art Library, V&A. Explore the National Art Library’s 
rich collection of artists’ books in this online talk from 
Assistant Curator Catriona Gourlay. Catriona will present 

https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/collaborative-workshops/
https://cassandrabarron.com/shop/collaborative-workshops/
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some of her favourite books from the collection on the 
theme of ‘journeys’, from the ground-breaking La prose du 
Transsibérien et de la Petite Jehanne de France (1913) by 
Blaise Cendrars and Sonia Delaunay to the multifaceted 
Newfoundland (2016) by bookbinder-turned-jewellery-
designer Romilly Saumarez Smith.
£5. Book online at: https://spikeprintstudio.org/courses/gill-
saunders-va/

Iona Driftwood Binding Retreat with the Travelling 
Bookbinder, 31st August – 4th September 2021
Escape to the elemental Isle of Iona for a special retreat, 
creating a unique book with driftwood covers.
Iona has long been a spiritual centre – reputedly where 
The Book of Kells manuscript was so beautifully illuminated. 
You’ll have time for some imaginative renewal, guided by an 
experienced teacher who will lead you through the process 
of making a book with wooden covers, step by step.
Wander the shoreline, look out for seals, read curled up on 
the hostel sofas, say hello to the flock of Hebridean sheep 
and stay up late painting…

Enjoy producing a very personal record of your island time.
£1,495.00. Book online at: 
https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/
driftwood-binding-retreat/

Announcing the Alcuin Society 2021 Lecture Series
Info spotted by Cathey Webb: The Alcuin Society is pleased 
to present a series of virtual lectures between March and 
December 2021, on a variety of topics related to books and 
book arts.

The lectures will be hosted on Zoom and are free and 
open to the public. Participation is limited and requires 
registration via Eventbrite (registration links will be posted 
to the Events section of the Alcuin Website several weeks 
before each lecture).

Our first two lectures will begin at 7pm Pacific Time. The 
remainder will start somewhat earlier to accommodate our 

members and friends in more easterly time zones.
March 25, 7 PM PST: Chester Gryski – A Survey of the 
Private Press in Canada

April 29, 7 PM PST: Jason Dewinetz & Crispin Elsted – 
A Conversation About Letterpress Printing

May 27: Guy Robertson – Books: Fraud and Forgery

June 10: Dr. Richard Hopkins – The Novel in Woodcuts, 
Graphic Novels Without Text: From German Expressionism 
to Contemporary Canadian Artists

September 16: Andrew Steeves & Wesley Bates – 
A conversation about their collaboration

September 30: Andre Chaves – Printer’s Shavings: a Visit to 
Clinker Press and its Printer

October 14: Alanna Simenson & Frances Hunter – 
A conversation on bookbinding

November 4: Michael Kluckner – “Lowering Simon Fraser” 
and other publishing ventures

November 25: Markus Fahrner – Books: Design and More

December 9: Dr. Erik Kwakkel – Cheap Books Before Print

https://alcuinsociety.com/alcuin-society-zoom-lecture-
series-2021/

Book Arts 101: Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here
(Episode 33, Home Edition)
Friday 5th March 2021, 3pm EST
On the Fifth of March, 2007, a car bomb was detonated 
on Al-Mutanabbi Street in Baghdad, amongst the stalls of 
booksellers and bookshops in the cultural heart of the city 
in a targeted attack on the city’s intellectual centre. In the 
weeks that followed, an organised response, assembled by 
poet and bookseller Beau Beausoleil, came about. It’s grown 
over the years to involve poets, letterpress printers, and 
book artists from all over the world, and on this fourteenth 
anniversary of the devastation, we’ll gather virtually through 
this Book Arts 101 broadcast to celebrate the creative spirit.
Book Arts 101 is our live ramble in book arts, craft & 
design, and various other things, hosted by John Cutrone, 
Director of FAU Libraries’ Jaffe Center for Book Arts. Watch 
via Zoom Webinar or via the Facebook Live simulcast, with 
video posted later on JCBA’s Vimeo channel (vimeo.com/

https://spikeprintstudio.org/courses/gill-saunders-va/ 
https://spikeprintstudio.org/courses/gill-saunders-va/ 
https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/driftwood-binding-retreat/
https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/driftwood-binding-retreat/
https://alcuinsociety.com/alcuin-society-zoom-lecture-series-2021
https://alcuinsociety.com/alcuin-society-zoom-lecture-series-2021
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literary objects. CBA’s Programs Manager, Jenna Hamed will 
moderate this conversation with Aurora De Armendi, Erika 
Morillo, & Faride Mereb.

Following the programme, City University of New York 
MFA will hold a Reading: Four CUNY alumni read from 
their chapbooks. Featuring Dudgrick Bevins (City College), 
Charles Theonia (Brooklyn College), Jiordan Castle (Hunter 
College) and Leila Ortiz (Queens College)

This is a programme of the CUNY Chapbook Festival. 
Pay what you can, book online at:
https://centerforbookarts.org/panel/process-collaboration-
designing-poetry-chapbooks-in-the-book-arts

Lynne Connolly - Online Bookbinding Workshops 2021

Friday 23rd April, 10 - 3.00  
Coptic Stitch £40

Saturday 1st May, 10-12 
Making Paste Papers £25

Friday 28th May, 10-3.30 
Cased in hard back book £50 

Friday and Saturday 25 and 26th June, 10 - 4 
Cased in book, quarter bound, slip case £120

jaffecenter). We classify Book Arts 101: Home Edition under 
WELLNESS... in these strange times, it’ll help you feel better 
about things.

Register to attend via Zoom: https://fau-edu.zoom.us/
webinar/register/WN_POwsvt37TFGWZgENxmLoRg
Friday, March 5 at 3:00pm to 3:45pm EST Virtual Event 
https://calendar.fau.edu/event/book_arts_101_al-
mutanabbi_street_starts_here 

There are many other readings taking place for Al-
Mutanabbi Street Starts Here: from a reading in Baghdad, 
Iraq organised by the poet/activist Amal Al-Jubouri; a 
reading in Venice, Italy organised by the artist/activist 
Roberta Feoli, to a reading organised by the poet/activist 
Persis Karim, in Berkeley, California.

Jessica Belt Saem Eldahr & Amy Merrill: The Iraqi 
and American Reconciliation Project and Her Story Is 
asked Iraqi and American poets, writers and activists to 
collectively read poet Dunya Mikhail’s “A half-burned 
page on Al-Mutanabbi Street”, in a project we are calling 
Remembering Al-Mutanabbi Street 2021. This virtual 
collaborative reading will be shared on IARP (@iarproject) 
and HSI social media pages March 5th at 11:40am 
(GMT+3), the exact time and day the bomb “scattered all 
those pages”. https://www.youtube.com/user/iarproject

To learn more about what happened that day, you can 
watch a powerful account of the bombing and its impact on 
survivors and their families by Amal Al-Jabouri Forgive but 
Never Forget on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcWx7qwJatQ 

For more information on all the readings, please visit: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/85909663901

Process & Collaboration: Designing Poetry Chapbooks in 
the Book Arts - with Jenna Hamed, Faride Mereb, Aurora 
de Armendi, Erika Morillo
Center for Book Arts, New York, USA
Online, 18th March 2021, 4pm – 5:30pm (EST)
Join us for an in-depth conversation led by three Book 
Artists with distinct practices, who will discuss their 
experiences designing and collaborating with poets on 
hand-produced limited edition chapbooks and other 

Detail of a print by AMSSH project member Anita Klein

https://centerforbookarts.org/panel/process-collaboration-designing-poetry-chapbooks-in-the-book-art
https://centerforbookarts.org/panel/process-collaboration-designing-poetry-chapbooks-in-the-book-art
https://fau-edu.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_POwsvt37TFGWZgENxmLoRg
https://fau-edu.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_POwsvt37TFGWZgENxmLoRg
https://calendar.fau.edu/event/book_arts_101_al-mutanabbi_street_starts_here
https://calendar.fau.edu/event/book_arts_101_al-mutanabbi_street_starts_here
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Saturday 17th July, 10 - 3.30  
Journal makers day £50

Please note timings are approximate and can vary 
depending in the working pace of the group.
Get in touch for further information or to book:  
https://www.lynneconnolly.co.uk/workshops

Designing Books, Printing History: Celebrating Designer 
Elizabeth Friedlander through Private Press and Digital 
Edition - An online talk Monday 29th March 2021
Graham Moss (letterpress printer, Incline Press, UK) and 
Lauren Elle DeGaine (Dept. of English, University of 
Victoria, Canada)

Organised by University of Victoria Libraries, Canada
Info from Jim Kelly: Join Graham Moss, private letterpress 
printer at Incline Press (Oldham, England) and Lauren Elle 
DeGaine (Department of English) to celebrate the launch 
of a digital edition of Incline Press’s 1998 publication, New 
Borders: The Working Life of Elizabeth Friedlander by 
Pauline Paucker. Originally hand-bound and letterpress-
printed in an edition of 350 copies, this rare monograph 
is now open-access online through UVic Libraries. The 
book tells the fascinating story of German-Jewish designer, 
Elizabeth Friedlander (1903-1984), from her beginning as 
a calligrapher in Berlin to her exile, first in Italy and then 
in England, and her work for leading figures in the world 
of books and graphic design: Ellic Howe, Francis Meynell, 
Penguin, and many others. New Borders features 80 
illustrations, original wood-block prints, and pattern papers 
designed by Friedlander and printed at Curwen Press. 
The speakers will focus on Friedlander and the process of 
making this fine-printed book about her life and career.
 
Monday, March 29, 10am. PST | 6pm GMT. 1-hour event.
Free, advance booking required: 
https://libcal.uvic.ca/event/3596822

SEEN AS READ: AN EXPLORATION OF VISUAL 
POETRY - Online course. Begins 14th March 2021, 
running for 7 weeks. Taught by Steven J Fowler. 

What are the possibilities of poetry on the page, or screen, 
beyond, or expanding with, its semantic content? Far 
from being a domain of contemporary experimentation 
in marginal literatures, what we know as visual poetry 
reaches back into the very origins of poetry, far more than 
more formal, mainstream writing. This online course 
exposes the roots of the language arts, from cave paintings 
to undecipherable manuscripts, before touching upon 
the possibilities of the modern visual poetry by taking in 
great swathes of modern art engaged with text. We explore 
Asemic writing, Collage Poetry, Concrete Poetry, Art 
Poetry, Minimalism, Poster Poetry and Originary Visual 
Poetry in a course rooted in making over theory, method 
over all else.

Participants will be sent a succinct document of resources 
once a week for seven weeks – ideas, examples, concepts, 
history, accompanied by exercises or prompts. Then on a 
private blog-forum responses and work can be posted, with 
comments and feedback from all involved. When the course 
finishes, an event or publication will consolidate that which 
everyone has produced.

Poet-artists featured on the course will range from the 
historical to the contemporary, taken from all over the globe 
- from canonical modern artists to “outsider” poets, from 
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy to Henry Michaux, Bob Cobbing to 
Rosaire Appel, Sophie Calle to Sophie Podolski, Jean Michel 
Basquiat to Cy Twombly.

Begins 14th March 2021, running for 7 weeks. £200. For 
booking info visit: https://www.poembrut.com/courses

The Centre for Fine Print Research Summer Institute 
July - September 2021
The Centre for Fine Print Research at UWE Bristol, 
UK offers a series of dynamic continuing professional 
development courses (CPD) aimed at, amongst others, 
artists, designers, craftspeople, communicators, 
photographers, teachers and managers. CPD courses offer 
the opportunity for professional updating, learning new 
skills and techniques, and for intellectual stimulus.

We offer a 20% discounted concessionary rate to UWE 
alumni (including previous CFPR CPD attendees), anyone 
reliant on state benefits for their income, anyone currently 
in full-time education (worldwide) or part-time higher 
education (UK), and those who are retired.

This year we welcome back our regular tutors Jeff 
Rathermel, Jeremy Dixon, Peter Moseley and Stephen 

Title page from New Borders: The Working Life of Elizabeth 
Friedlander. By Pauline Paucker. Oldham, England: Incline 
Press, 1998.
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Fowler, and introduce our new tutors Emma Gregory and 
Lucy May Schofield. We hope you will be able to join us.

View all our classes and book via the links at:
https://cfpr.uwe.ac.uk/courses/cpd/

OPPORTUNITIES

 
Last call for The Herbarium
WBN United Artists - Last call for participation 
World Book Night 2021

News from the Herbarium: At a time when even the 
Chelsea Flower Show is postponed until the autumn, 
we are looking forward to welcoming you into the 
spring greenhouse to see our wonderful early display of 
international flowers. 

These blooms are usually held pressed and contained 
within the pages of their love poetry, romantic tales and 
book collections. 

Flowers are symbols of new life, friendship, pleasure and 
optimism.  They alone can transport such emotion, colour 
and perfume, and now they will blossom for us to lift our 
spirits after the grey days of lockdown winter. 

There will be a World Book Night reveal of the keepsake 
edition on the evening of 23rd April 2021. We’ll then exhibit 
the works, a garden of flowers, in the Bower Ashton Library 
at UWE, if we are able.  

We will post you someone else’s flower with the project 
keepsake after we have exhibited and exchanged the works.
(Linda Parr)

“With freedom, books, flowers, and the moon, who could 
not be happy?” Oscar Wilde

Please read a poem, book or text about flowers, or a book 
that mentions flowers, has a title with flowers…etc. 
Or invent a book about flowers. Make a note of the book /
publication: title, author, publisher, date.

Then create a flower - paper, fabric, collage, drawn, printed, 
or photographic (2D or 3D max size 8 x 8 x 2 cm) to send 
for an exhibition and exchange for World Book Night 
23/04/21 and help us create a bibliography of flowers. 

Please - add a loop or a means for us being able to pin it to / 
hang it on the wall.

Please - no organic materials, petals, twigs etc. as these will 
be impounded / destroyed by customs when sending to us 
or abroad in the exchange.

When you post your flower, please:

Japanese Water-based Woodcut Printmaking (Mokuhanga) with 
Lucy May Schofield, July 2021

The Herbarium, artwork by Brooke Koven USA

The Herbarium, artwork by Lizzie Field, UK
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1. Include your name in the package.

2. Email your name, postal address, title of artwork 
if applicable, and book/publication information to 
wbn2021flowers@gmail.com

3. Please put the info in the following order for the collective 
bibliography: title, author, publisher, date. For example: The 
Day of the Triffids, John Wyndham, Fawcett Publications, 
1951.

Post your flower (include your name in the package) to:
P.O. Box 4271
Devizes
Wiltshire
SN10 9EB
United Kingdom

Deadline for receipt is 15th March 2021.

THE DESIGNER BOOKBINDERS INTERNATIONAL 
BOOKBINDING COMPETITION 2022

Designer Bookbinders is delighted to announce that we are 
open to new registrations for the Designer Bookbinders 
International Bookbinding Competition 2022 “A Gathering 
of Leaves”. There is no set book, so binders have the freedom 
to bind any text of their choice - or to produce their own.

The competition has a theme of plants, gardens and 
anything botanical. This theme was chosen to help celebrate 
the 400th anniversary of the founding of The Oxford 
Botanic Garden - the oldest Botanic garden in the UK 
and one of the oldest scientific gardens in the world. 
This anniversary falls in 2021 when the original 
competition was scheduled to take place.

All the details can be viewed at: http://www.
designerbookbinders.org.uk/competitions/dbibc/2022/
international_competition.html

You will also find a link to the registration form that can 
be filled in and returned online. The Entry fee is £95, and 

can be paid via Paypal using this form. Should you wish to 
pay by any other method, please get in touch with DB at: 
international.competition@designerbookbinders.org.uk and 
we can facilitate this happening.

The Entry fee covers one entry and includes a full colour 
catalogue published by the Bodleian Libraries, insurance 
whilst your binding is in our care and return postage of 
your binding.

We are very excited to get going again, and very much look 
forward to creating an exhibition of examples of the highest 
quality and standard of bookbinding in the world, both 
in terms of craft and artistic/design skills. The exhibition 
of selected bindings and prize giving will take place at the 
Bodleian libraries in Oxford in June 2022. It is hoped that a 
travelling exhibition will take place - details of this are being 
organised.

The competition is open to any binder worldwide except the 
organisers and judges. Entries are to be submitted to the 
Bodleian Library during August 2021.

Any questions, please do not hesitate to ask!

Stuart & Louise Brockman - 
DB International Bookbinding Competition 2022 organisers

Inscription: The Journal of Material Text - Theory, Practice, 
History, Call for Submissions for edition 2: ‘holes’
Inscription: The Journal of Material Text - Theory, Practice, 
History launched in 2020, edited by Simon Morris, Gill 
Partington and Adam Smyth, and published by the 
artist’s book imprint www.informationasmaterial.org in 
partnership with Leeds Beckett University. Inscription brings 
together the critical, historical, theoretical and creative and 
features work by practitioners - book artists, printmakers 
and writers - alongside academic discussion. Its focus is 
not just on the meanings and uses of the codex book, but 
also the nature of writing surfaces, the process of mark 
marking and printing. The journal’s theoretically aware, 
trans-historical and cross-disciplinary breaks with the 
conventions of academic ghettoisation, creating connections 
between bibliography, the artist’s book, and media theory, 
enabling new conversations and unexpected juxtapositions. 
As an object, Inscription redefines what a journal can be: 
each edition is a formally innovative multi-media artefact, 
featuring a guest artist-in-residence, poet-in-residence and 
writer-in-residence.

Issue 1 had a ‘rotating’ page layout, a reversible format 
with two beginnings, and, most distinctively, a hole in 
the middle. Issue two pursues this logic, turning the hole 
into our object of inquiry. Often dismissed as a flaw or 
quirk, holes are a common feature of the material text with 
much to tell us. For book historians they can be a kind of 
evidence: the pinpricks made by medieval scribes to mark 
out their page; the stitching holes made by binders; and the 
traces of bookworms and other vermin. They can be signs 
of violence or censorship: Johann Remmelin’s seventeenth-
century anatomy book, Catoptrum Microcosmimum, in St 
John’s College Library, Cambridge has a triangular hole 

http://www.designerbookbinders.org.uk/competitions/dbibc/2022/international_competition.html
http://www.designerbookbinders.org.uk/competitions/dbibc/2022/international_competition.html
http://www.designerbookbinders.org.uk/competitions/dbibc/2022/international_competition.html
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where an image of female genitalia has been cut out; a copy 
of Rudyard Kipling’s Kim in the Library of Congress
has a bullet hole from reputedly saving the life of a French 
Legionnaire in the battle of Verdun. But holes signify in 
other ways, too. Eric Carle’s Very Hungry Caterpillar may 
be the most famous example of a book with a hole, but 
children’s books were pioneering the hole as a narrative 
device in the mid-nineteenth century and artists’ books 
have appropriated the hole in experimental and subversive 
ways: Dieter Roth’s Bok 3b (1974) consisted of old comic 
book pages with circular die-cut holes, while Brian Dettmer 
surgically excavates the interiors of illustrated books to give 
them new forms. More recently, the hole has made its way 
into the literary text: Jonathan Safran Foer’s Tree of
Codes (2010) is more hole than page, excising parts of an 
existing novel to create a new one.

We invite contributions that consider the long history and 
varied meaning of holes. Themes might include:

Holes as signs of production, stitching, binding, and 
markers of wear and use
Holes as gaps in texts, as missing parts
Holes as intentional constituents of the work, as informing 
presences
Holes in the archive, gaps in the historical record, lacunae 
in the field of book history
Holes and gaps in libraries and catalogues; spaces on the 
bookshelf
The metaphysics of holes: if - as Carl Andre writes - ‘a 
thing is a hole in the thing it is not’,
how do holes invert or shift our perception of a page’s 
ontology, of absence and presence?
Holes and surfaces; holes and depths.

The theme is intended to be suggestive rather than 
prescriptive. Other, more oblique, unexpected or
creative approaches to the topic are encouraged. We also 
welcome submissions about the material text more broadly.
Submissions should be between 5-8,000 words, and can 

take the form of scholarly articles as well as creative-critical 
or more unorthodox pieces. The deadline for completed 
articles is 1 May 2021, for publication in Autumn 2021. 
Expressions of interest or short proposals are welcome 
at any point prior to this. Authors are welcome to include 
images with their text but copyright permissions must
be obtained by the author prior to the submission deadline. 
All contributions will be double blind peer reviewed, and 
material will be available for Open Access.

Contributions or expressions of interest should be emailed 
to the editors at: Inscriptionthejournal@gmail.com. 
Follow Inscription @inscription_jnl.

To find out more, and to purchase a copy, go to 
https://inscriptionjournal.com/how-to-buy.

Our cover image for issue 2 is Fiona Banner’s ‘Full Stop’. As 
a part of a series of environmental interventions, Banner 
dropped a 1.5 ton Full Stop sculpture into the sea above 
Dogger Bank from the Greenpeace ship Esperanza to 
protest and prevent destructive fishing practices.

Gestetner 140 Call for entries - 
A celebratory exhibition & competition: 

Before photocopiers took over copy-making, messier, 
cheaper simpler duplicators ruled the world. Patented 
in 1881- the Gestetner revolutionised the office making 
printing easy, cheap and widely accessible. Its simplicity 
and economy put it at the heart of the community where 
schools, clubs and organisations churned out reams of 
pamphlets, weekly bulletins and newsletters. 

But behind closed doors the Gestetner sat just as solidly at 
the epicentre of counter culture as a DIY tool for fanzine 
writers, beat poets, anarchists and agitators. Hovering 
in the hazy world between counter culture and the truly 
clandestine, it helped to foster freedom and express the 
shock of the new. 

2021 marks the 140th Anniversary of the Gestetner 
Duplicator and to celebrate, artists, printmakers, musicians 

Fiona Banner (2020)
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and producers are invited to come together and create a 
virtual gallery of sounds and images. 

Deadline for all submissions: 15th April 2021 
Pop-up gallery opens 19th April 2021
Winners announced: 15th May 2021 

More information and submission details can be found at: 
http://www.gestetner140.com
This competition is supported by the Centre for Fine Print 
Research at UWE, Bristol.

Call for entries - UNSEEN: 23 Sandy and form & concept  
present an international juried exhibition of book arts, 
11th August - 20th November 2021
23 Sandy and form & concept are partnering to present an 
international juried exhibition of book arts to be shown in 
the form & concept gallery shop in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

About form & concept - form & concept challenges the 
perceived distinctions between art, craft, and design. The 
gallery’s programming acts as a conversation between 
many converging disciplines, harnessing the power of 
contemporary creative practice to shatter entrenched 
narratives. form & concept is located in the Railyard Arts 
District in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

About 23 Sandy- 23 Sandy was founded by book artist & 
photographer Laura Russell in 2007 in Portland, Oregon. 
For 10 years, it was a brick-and-mortar gallery space 
exhibiting unique & edition artist books and paper art. In 
2017, 23 Sandy became an online gallery, and in 2020, artist 
and long-time gallery assistant Erin Mickelson took over 
operations from her home in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

THEME- When imperceptible phenomena burst into view, 
revolutionary change may follow. We learned this in 2020, 
as an invisible but deadly virus spread across the world, an 
urgent racial justice movement illuminated dark societal 
realities, and humanity’s long-simmering crimes against 
the environment unleashed fires and floods. Unseen forces 
can shape our lives and surface in unexpected ways, often 
altering our behaviours and worldviews if and when we are 
made aware of them. This call for entries invites artists 
to submit work exploring the idea of the “unseen”- 
physically, psychologically, philosophically - and encourages 
artists to consider the theme through concept, structure, 
and material.

MEDIA- This exhibition is open to handmade book and 
paper arts and related works created as either an edition 
or one-of-a-kind. Artists’ books, sculptural books, book 
objects, altered books, zines, and broadsides are all 
encouraged.

JURORS - UNSEEN will be juried by Barb Tetenbaum - 
artist & professor of book arts, Jordan Eddy - director of 
form & concept, and Erin Mickelson - owner & director 
of 23 Sandy.

AWARDS - Librarian’s Choice & Audience Choice awards

DEADLINE: 3rd June 2021 midnight MST.

Entry Fee: $25. Full details and submission link can be 
found at: https://23sandy.com/pages/unseen

Pelican Books - Call for Expressions of Interest:
As part of the BABE 2021 programme Robert Good will 
give a short online talk about some of his book collections 
and discuss how accumulating books might provide insights 
into the desire to collect and the continuing relevance of 
books as purveyors of knowledge in the age of the internet:

I have a long-standing interest 
in the Pelican book imprint and 
would welcome expressions of 
interest from artists, institutions 
and collectors who may like to 
help stage an art exhibition that 
celebrates their achievements. 

Pelicans began in 1937 (with 
The Intelligent Woman’s Guide to 
Socialism, Capitalism, Sovietism 
and Fascism by George Bernard 
Shaw) as the non-fiction offshoot 
of Penguin books and ran to well 
over 1000 titles on art, science, 
literature, philosophy and religion. 

They were mass market paperbacks aimed at making 
knowledge available to all. Perhaps something of a 
proto-Wikipedia?

Pelicans have a continuing importance because, although 
the context might change and their content might become 
outdated, they were consistently asking the right questions. 
See for example the front cover of A849, from 1963. It is 
actually about urban planning (and is dedicated to Walter 
Gropius), but the title, subtitle and cover illustration could 
not feel more relevant.

At present the exhibition is a mere twinkle in the eye (or 
perhaps a blank page?) - location, format, funding and 
contributors are all tbc. Please contact me if you would like 
to know more. Many thanks. Robert Good
robert@robertgood.co.uk
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Call for entries - Field Study. Field Study began in 1993 as 
a way of reclaiming the negative spaces between art and life. 
Activities stemming from Field Study are emanations and 
group emanations are manifestations. Field Study sees each 
work as a manifestation of a collective spirit. Everyone is 
welcome to become a member of Field Study, irrespective of 
their arts practice, and contribute to the Field Report. Field 
Study also produces the assembling publications WIPE and 
ReSite, and, in collaboration with Karingal, KART.
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com

Call for submissions for: ReSite - Manual of Scores, 
Manifestos and Radical Actions
ReSite is an assembling publication where pages have an 
element of audience participation or interaction. 
ReSite is part of the tradition of Fluxus editions where 
anyone can perform a Fluxus action or score. In addition 
to this performance-based approach, ReSite taps into 
the rich tradition of the avant-garde with contributions 
of manifestos and documentation of art actions. ReSite 
encourages participation by writers and musicians to 
produce visual scores and manifestos as well as continuing 
the call for contributions by conceptual artists. See some 
examples here: http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2020/01/
resite-no15-vol2-is-published.html

Send 40 copies size 21 x 14.8 cm (A5). Please leave 2cm on 
the left-hand side for binding. Works can be double sided 
and can be more than one page. Copies should be flat and 
landscape format. Pages will be wire-bound. ReSite is an 
ongoing project. Each issue holds 20 contributions. Copy 
sent to all, send your name and address with submissions. 
Please send to: Field Study, P.O. Box 1838 Geelong, VIC 
3220 Australia.

Call for submissions: KART - magazine of multiplicity
KART is an edition of original artworks in a handcrafted 
folio box. KART is produced in limited editions of 40, each 
box containing 15 artworks. 

You are invited to contribute to KART. 
Artists, writers, graphic designers, students, printmakers, 
photographers, badge and zine makers, mail artists and 
members of the community are invited to contribute to 
KART. See some examples here: http://daviddellafiora.
blogspot.com/2020/02/kart-104-is-here.html and here:
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2020/08/kart-106-is-
here.html

KART accepts all mediums on any theme but no poor 
quality photocopies please. Artists contributing 40 artworks 
will be sent a copy of KART, send your name and address 
with submissions. To participate, send:
• 40 x artworks (originals or multiples)
• postcard size or smaller (16 x 11 cm x .25 cm)
To: KART, David Dellafiora, P.O. Box 1838 Geelong VIC 
3220, Australia.

Call for submissions: WIPE - Light-Weight Bookwork
Please send 40 sheets of printed toilet tissue. Open theme 
and technique, rubber-stamps, etc. No organic materials or 
traces please. 

Ongoing project, no deadline. Edition made every 20 
participants. Copy of edition sent to all taking part, send 
your name and address with submissions. 
Max size: 14 x 11 cm. 

See some examples here: http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.
com/2021/01/wipe-130-is-here.html

Send to: Field Study, P.O. Box 1838 Geelong, VIC 3220 
Australia.

http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2020/01/resite-no15-vol2-is-published.html
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2020/01/resite-no15-vol2-is-published.html
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2020/02/kart-104-is-here.html
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2020/02/kart-104-is-here.html
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2020/02/kart-104-is-here.html
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2020/02/kart-104-is-here.html
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2021/01/wipe-130-is-here.html
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2021/01/wipe-130-is-here.html
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ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & EVENTS 

Colour & Poetry: A Symposium 
A cross and interdisciplinary four-day event held by the 
Slade School of Fine Art, UCL, UK 
19th – 22nd March 2021
Colour & Poetry: A Symposium is held in celebration of 
International Colour Day, World Poetry Day and World 
Pigment Day. 

The symposium hosts a range of speakers representing the 
arts and humanities, science and industry, drawing upon 
knowledge from within and outside of the UCL community, 
it includes presentations, readings, performance and 
practical workshops.
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/slade/events/colour-and-poetry-
symposium-2021

Free, book the whole event or individual sessions online at:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/colour-and-poetry-a-
symposium-4-day-booking-tickets-141407641061

Bristol Artist’s Book Event at Arnolfini
17th - 18th April 2021 - online
With restrictions due to Covid, we are hosting a ‘lost 
weekend’ version of BABE over the weekend of 17th – 18th 
April 2021 as an interim BABE in the run up to our usual 
larger event which we now plan to hold at Arnolfini in 2022.

For 2021, we will be showcasing videos made by artists 
in Australia, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Japan, The 
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Russia, Sweden, UK, USA. 

These will be shown online and in the auditorium. Arnolfini 
will showcase selected artists’ books in the reading room, 
host public workshops, interventions and pop-ups. Our 
aim is for the public to be able to visit over the weekend. 
We’ll also be organising some participatory events online 
so watch this space: http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/
news/#babe21 and check out Arnolfini’s website in April: 
https://arnolfini.org.uk

INTERNET NEWS

 
Book/Print Artists/Scholars of Color Roundtables
Book artist Tia Blassingame founded The Book/Print 
Artists/Scholars of Color Collective to build community 
and collaborations with BIPOC book/print practitioners 
and scholars. The Collective represents a growing 
community of more than twenty book artists, scholars, 
librarians, papermakers, letterpress printers, printmakers, 
and curators. All are passionate about book history, print 
culture, and the endless potential of artists’ books as vehicles 
of social change and cultural conveyors that uplift our 
communities, and tell our stories, histories.

Hosted by The Bibliographical Society of America, this is 
a series of three events generously funded by David Solo 

Detail: Bodies, artist’s book by Sue Vallance, part of BABE 2021

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/slade/events/colour-and-poetry-symposium-2021
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/slade/events/colour-and-poetry-symposium-2021
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/colour-and-poetry-a-symposium-4-day-booking-tickets-141407641061
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/colour-and-poetry-a-symposium-4-day-booking-tickets-141407641061
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/news/#babe21
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/news/#babe21
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featuring presentations and discussions by Collective 
members. In this session, all eight members of the collective 
will gather for a roundtable discussion of and reflection on 
the previous panels. You can watch the recordings of the 
sessions on the BSA YouTube Channel. Final session:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dTuZyEtQ2s

Tia Blassingame, Ashley Hairston Doughty, Kinohi 
Nishikawa, & Curtis Small
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iw4w4kLmE8M

Irene Chan, Devin Fitzgerald, Colette Fu, Radha Pandey
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqnIwqBibzY

Sticky Institute  - Festival of the Photocopier - online

Due to the restrictions in Melbourne over the last 12 
months (but not wanting to give up the good times), we’ve 
decided to run Festival of the Photocopier online in 2021!

We know it’s not the same as being in a space filled with 300 
to 500 people but we still want to be able to see all the zines 
created by our community over the last 12 months - we 
thought a website would be the best way to do that.

Visit the Stallholders page to view all artists featured 
and read a little about their works! If you’re looking for 
something in particular you can use the tags to filter for that 
type of content.

If you’re after a little inspiration, check out the DIY 
Resources page. We’ve created a collection of our favourite 
zine related tutorials, articles, videos and even games!

And if you’re after something else, you can watch our 
virtual launch gig, check out some zinester interviews, join 
a guided tour of Tegan E Webb’s Animal Crossing island, 
celebrate the launch of RutZine #200, hang with the gang 
from Glom Press,or take a peek at the zines submitted FotP-
Swap! - our first contact-free community zine swap.

We hope you enjoy your time at fotp.online! Visit the 
archived event at: https://www.fotp.online

RESPOND
#BABEartistsbooksRESPOND

RESPOND is an artists’ books multi-person curated on-line 
exhibition organised by Julie Johnstone and Maria White 
that will be created day by day in the fortnight leading up to 
the BABE 2021 lost weekend, 5-18 April 2021. 

Exploring artists’ books is an experience of holding, 
touching, seeing, thinking. The reader experiences many 
things, sensory, emotional and intellectual. Connections are 
made, some obvious, some subtle, some subliminal. Julie 
Johnstone and Maria White have developed a long-term 
project that sought to explore these connections through a 
chain of responses to artists’ books. Initially growing out of 
their frustration at the enforced inability of the artists’ book 
community to gather together during the pandemic with the 
cancellation of book fairs and the creative exchanges these 
can offer, they began a two-person response email exchange 
that has been ongoing over the last year. They each would 
respond to the other’s choice of bookwork – following their 
own individual sense of connective spark – creating an 
ongoing linked chain of book works. The activity has proved 
a lively and rewarding process that has enabled each of them 
to discover new books, rediscover known titles, to delve into 
their collections, and to see the books in new ways. 

With the BABE lost weekend being announced they 
wondered about ways to experiment with the idea operating 
in a different context with more participants. 

FOTP poster designed by Kim Lam (dangerlam)
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The BABE version aims to engage a selected group 
of curators, collectors and practitioners with their 
own collections at home or with access to a library of 
contemporary artists’ books. It is conceived as a way to 
bring people together to celebrate and showcase artists’ 
books and the connections that can be made with and 
through them at a time when we cannot physically browse 
at fairs like BABE. 

How will the BABE version work?
A pre-selected group artists, curators, collectors and 
librarians will respond in turn to an artists’ book, creating 
a unique chain of responses. One person responding with 
one book per day, with just 24 hours to make their choice. 
The organisers, Julie Johnstone and Maria White, will start 
the process by choosing an artists’ book. Then the first 
group member will select a title in response to that book; 
the following day the next group member will respond to 
the first group member’s book with a further title and so on, 
until a chain of artists’ books connected in some way are 
created. The final title would be selected by Julie and Maria 
to bring the chain to a close. The responses or connections 
can be prompted by anything: the use of the space of the 
page, the materiality of the work, typography, colour, subject 
matter, the use of a word, the layout of words or image, 
emotions aroused, whatever the viewer chooses. 

You can follow the daily chain of this curatorial 
experiment on Instagram @respondproject 
#BABEartistsbooksRESPOND

Gracia Haby & Louise Jennison have a new website, 
which you can find at: https://gracialouise.com 

It details their editions, projects, features and more. You can 
also visit their shop to buy artists’ books, prints and zines at: 
https://gracialouise.com/shop

You can also download two new free zines made specially 
for the recent online Festival of the Photocopier event. 
‘Head to our online store and peruse Downloads:
https://gracialouise.com/shop/zines, wombats and 
microbats await. Enjoy!’ 
https://gracialouise.com/shop/downloads

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

The Blue Notebook Journal for artists’ books Vol 15  
includes a great set of articles from writers in Australia, 
Norway, USA and the UK: ‘Codex Polaris - book projects 
from the North’ by Imi Maufe - CODEX POLARIS 
established in 2013 - is a book artist group based in Bergen, 
Norway that creates opportunities and exhibition platforms 
for artists who make books in the Nordic region. Alongside 
the exhibition programme Codex Polaris invites guest 
co-organisers to work on various networking projects, 
and writers to contribute with text works to raise the 
profile of book arts, spanning both local and international 
perspectives; Aaron Cohick, founder of NewLights Press 
writes from Tucson, Arizona, USA and asks - What role 
can a micropress/artist-publisher play in dismantling 
white supremacy?; ‘Filling in the gaps: 25 Years of the Field 
Report’ by Sue Hartigan (Australia) - The Field Report has 
been filling in the gaps as an assembling publication since 
1995 on the peripheries of the art world; ‘Movable type: 
birds, thoughts, print’ by Caroline Harris - Type Flight is a 
hand-typeset and hand-bound limited edition poetic artist’s 
book that disassembles and reassembles a simple three-line 
poem to experiment with questions of metaphor and its 
layering, the type letter as a thing in itself, and relationships 
between human and nonhuman in the making of material 
poetries; ‘Place and nature in the work of Helen Douglas’ by 
Maria White examines the importance of Deuchar Mill and 
its surrounding area in the Yarrow Valley, Scottish Borders, 
in the work of the artist.

Artists’ pages by Sara Elgerot, Jessica Ho, Leyla Moazzen, 
Steve Parsons / Sue Vallance. Cover, badge & stickers 
designed by Sarah Bodman for the collage challenge 
#wishiwaswhere
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All of this plus badge, stickers and the next issue for £10 
including worldwide p&p.

Order online at https://store.uwe.ac.uk/product-catalogue/
centre-for-fine-print-research/publications/blue-notebook-
journal/blue-notebook-journal-for-artists-books-vol-15-1-2 

CODEX Papers: Volume 3
The Codex Foundation, Spring 2021

This issue will feature:

An Interview With In Cahoots Director Macy Chadwick. 
 
Mastery and Making: craft in support of concept the third 
stream, with essays by Veronika Schäpers, Russell Maret, 
Tobias Lange, and Didier Mutel 
[Transcripts from the talks at the CODEX Effect 
Symposium panel]
 
Excavation, Metamorphosis, and Eternity: Artists as Global 
Ambassadors of the Book. By Ruth Rogers.

Printer. By David Jury.
 
Extraction: The Art of the Book on the Edge of the Abyss. 
By Sam Pelts.
 
A Photo Essay of the Library of Lisa Baskin, with photos by 
Annie Schlechter.

MCBA Prize 2020: Traverse the starry vault. By Betty Bright 
(a feature on the Minnesota Center for Book Arts and the 
MCBA Prize).
 
A film review of The Booksellers and The Book Makers. 
By Gerald W. Cloud.

The CODEX Papers in an annual subscription offered for 
$75 a year. It is included with an Institutional Membership. 
https://www.codexfoundation.org/institutional-membership

The CODEX Papers is dedicated to bibliographical and art 

historical research and opinion in the field of contemporary 
book arts.

CODEX Papers: Volume 3 can be purchased at: 
https://www.codexfoundation.org/codex-papers

New keepsake from Arion Press: 
The Preamble to the United States Constitution 
Featuring Peter Sagal’s essay “52 Words”. 

With American democracy at a crossroads, Arion Press, the 
legendary San Francisco-based fine press, in January 2021 
released its most timely publication in forty years: a hand-
set, hand-printed, limited edition print of the Preamble 
to The United States Constitution, with a heart-stopping 
introduction by National Public Radio (NPR) and Public 
Broadcasting Service (PBS) broadcaster Peter Sagal. 

In 1987, in association with the Library of Congress, Arion 
Press published a bicentennial edition of The United States 
Constitution. That book has since become one of the most 
collected Arion titles and serves as the inspiration for this 
unique, limited edition print.

A mere 52 words, beginning with “We the People,” the 
Preamble is an aspirational document, charting the 
country’s intended progress toward perfection. Arion Press’ 
limited edition print positions this often-cited text for a 
new audience. Published on the eve of the 2021 Presidential 
Inauguration, the document’s meaning could not be more 
timely or prescient.

“There will be times, as we have recently seen, when the 
knitted fabric of democracy will begin to unravel, and we 

Basia Irland,Tome II: Freemont Cottonwood (Populus Fremontii), 
at dusk, Rio Grande. From Extraction: The Art of the Book on the 
Edge of the Abyss. By Sam Pelts.

https://store.uwe.ac.uk/product-catalogue/centre-for-fine-print-research/publications/blue-notebook-journal/blue-notebook-journal-for-artists-books-vol-15-1-2
https://store.uwe.ac.uk/product-catalogue/centre-for-fine-print-research/publications/blue-notebook-journal/blue-notebook-journal-for-artists-books-vol-15-1-2
https://store.uwe.ac.uk/product-catalogue/centre-for-fine-print-research/publications/blue-notebook-journal/blue-notebook-journal-for-artists-books-vol-15-1-2
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A catallogue of a new selection of Fore-edge paintings by 
Martin Frost is available by request
What is a vanishing Fore-edge Painting?
Unlike the spine and covers of a bookbinding, the page 
edges are not usually decorated, however… A vanishing 
fore-edge painting is where the leaves of a book are fanned 
and an image applied to the stepped surface. 

If the page edges are gilded or marbled, the painting 
miraculously disappears when the book is relaxed. When 
the book is fanned again it magically re-appears! In addition 
the leaves can be fanned backwards or twisted, allowing yet 
more paintings to be applied. In the case of thicker books 
they can be split and divided, offering the chance of adding 
still more decoration. 

View examples and contact Martin Frost to request a 
catalogue via: https://www.foredgefrost.co.uk or
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLcz46BJIDO/ 

Artist as a Toilet Attendant 
Facebook memoirs from a public toilet
Number 1 Toilet Book in the Netherlands!
Marin Hondebrink & Bas Fontein
BASBOEK Publishers
Marin Hondebrink (1985) is an artist and in order to make 
ends meet, she has a side job as an attendant in the public 
toilet of Hoog Catharijne, a shopping mall next to Utrecht 
Central Station. Through Facebook posts, she shares her 

will be required to reawaken our faith and do the hardest 
work all over again,” writes Mr Sagal, the co-author and host 
of the PBS series Constitution USA and host of the weekly 
radio quiz Wait Wait Don’t Tell Me.

350 copies have been printed on dampened all-cotton rag 
paper handmade by Moulin Richard de Bas, from metal 
types set by hand in Weiss Antiqua and Titling. This 
unique broadside is housed in a triptych “wrap” containing 
Mr Sagal’s original short essay. A portion of the edition 
was distributed hors commerce to Arion subscribers. The 
remainder of the edition is available for purchase at $50: 
https://www.arionpress.com/store-sundries/preamble  
More information and an audio recording of Mr Sagal 
reading his essay can be found here: 
https://www.arionpress.com/preamble-media

Golden City
Sarah Nicholls - Brain Washing from Phone Towers 
Informational Pamphlet
Golden City is about Canarsie, a neighborhood at the far 
edge of Brooklyn on the shores of Jamaica Bay. Learn about 
the earliest history of the neighborhood, from the Lenape 
to the Dutch to the years when people flocked here to the 
amusement park that gives the pamphlet its name, and get 
an overview of current issues. Edition of 200, letterpress 
and relief printing. 

There’s a walk around Canarsie, in conjunction with the 
publication of Golden City, around the parks and the pier 
on the shores of Jamaica Bay. Take a walk with me and think 
about a time when there wasn’t snow on the ground:
https://www.brainwashingfromphonetowers.com/works/
virtual-canarsie-walk/ 

The 2020 Brain Washing from Phone Towers Informational 
Pamphlets Series is sponsored, in part, by the Greater 
New York Arts Development Fund of the New York City 
Department of Cultural Affairs, administered by the 
Brooklyn Arts Council. 

Golden City is available at:
https://www.brainwashingfromphonetowers.com/product/
golden-city/

https://www.brainwashingfromphonetowers.com/works/virtual-canarsie-walk/
https://www.brainwashingfromphonetowers.com/works/virtual-canarsie-walk/
https://www.brainwashingfromphonetowers.com/product/golden-city/
https://www.brainwashingfromphonetowers.com/product/golden-city/
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experiences, discoveries and frustrations, not only about 
complaining customers and poo on the door, but also about 
making art in her studio. When you take a closer look, you 
see that these separate worlds, are very much intertwined. 

Content: Marin Hondebrink. Concept & selection: 
Bas Fontein. Design: Studio Scheffers. Translation: Bas 
Fontein, Roland Girardet and Nienke Roescher. Publisher: 
BASBOEK Publishers, Apeldoorn, the Netherlands. 
Production: ArtLibro BV and Cassochrome Graphic 
Production. Edition: 1st: 2020
 

For more information visit: 
http://www.basfontein.com/portfolio/artist-as-a-toilet-
attendant-e-1500/
 
BASBOEK is proud to be part of Dutch Independent Art 
Book Publishers: http://www.diabp.nl
 
Also published in Bas Fontein’s NEON series:
WHAT TO DO (red)
Abusive names for Artists - The Dicktionary (green)
Artist Jokes (yellow)
WHAT TO SAY (blue)
MIND THE ARTIST (pink)
101 ARTISTS DELETED (orange)

VERY QUIET DAYS to come/to go      
Constanze Kreiser 
This is a project over 2020/2021 which had no direction for 

a long time. There are floral drawings in ink, abstract pencil 
scribblings reacting to kind of landscape-ish linoprints. 
There are patterns and adverts, even textural materials 
combined with wrapping papers to form 4 little booklets. 
One of these booklets is even by another artist: catalogue 44 
by Elisabeth Weissensteiner dating way back from 1996 at 
Gallery Thurnhof/Austria (for more see: 
http://www.studio-ew.com/).

The main colour a light springtime green corresponding to 
the vegetable growth dominating the first impression. But 
reading the texts by Levi-Strauss and others, searching the 
underlying pictures, it is a meditation on travelling. Even if 
only in mind.

Very Quiet Days to come/to go is about our habit of 
constantly changing between interior and exterior rooms, 
which has been obstructed in the recent months. It is all 
about imagining places and going there to find proof – or 
a correction – of reality. It is about being outside, watching 
things grow, being among people exposed to one’s senses. It 
is all about spacial reality as a means to form our thinking 
and behaviour. It’s about having a choice where to go. And 
about deprivation when being hindered.

http://www.basfontein.com/portfolio/artist-as-a-toilet-attendant-e-1500/
http://www.basfontein.com/portfolio/artist-as-a-toilet-attendant-e-1500/


The 76 pages in 4 contain about 30 illustrations and 
handwritten lyrics (in German only) by Anna Achmatowa, 
Boris Pasternak, Daniela Danz and others. A unique 
piece (2021). Please email me for further information: 
ConstanzeKreiser@kunstdenken.de  The book is presented 
in a matching handmade box (22 x 31 x 4 cm).  
https://kunstdenken.de

Fragmented Memory
Lynne Connolly
An artist’s book made as part of my research on memory 
using bookbinding and photography, a photo book 
exploring memory and Alzheimer’s. The same image is 
repeated in the album like a loop - scanned at low and high 
resolutions, too low and it disrupts the image, but too much 
detail is irrelevant. 

The structure is from Keith Smith’s supported bindings for 
single sheets. Cover paper is hand marbled and every sheet 
including the cover board has been doubled to make it a 
chunky object, with the image laminated between the 2mm 
mount boards.

https://www.lynneconnolly.co.uk/projects

USD Camouflage
Ferenc Gróf
mfc-michèle didier

Eleven years after producing and publishing Jonathan 
Monk’s Diecimila, a facsimile of a 10,000 lire Italian 
banknote and a facsimile of Chris Burden’s 1977 work of 
the same name, mfc-michèle didier is this time transformed 
into the United State Mint.

We are pleased to present brand new USD Camouflage by 
Ferenc Gróf!

USD Camouflage is a bundle of 100 one-dollar notes hidden 
under a camouflage pattern. The colours of the camouflage 
are precisely the same as those of the US dollar and the size 
of the banknotes in the bundle is also identical to the size 
of the USD.

A bundle of 100 banknotes. Digital print on Munken Print 
1.5. 6.6 x 15.6 x 1 cm. Unlimited edition. Each copy is 
numbered on the stripe. Produced and published by mfc-
michèle didier in 2021. €100

https://www.micheledidier.com/en/oeuvre/details/376/
ferenc-grof-usd-camouflage-2015-2021
USD Camouflage is on view at the gallery until 3rd April 
2021 for the exhibition Eight O’Clock in the Morning. 

mfc-michèle didier
66 rue Nôtre-Dame de Nazareth, F-75003 Paris, France.
https://www.micheledidier.com

m2
Guylaine Couture
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The act of altering the bible suggests dichotomies of 
sacred and profane, East and West, lightness and weight, 
creating and erasing. It is also a metaphor for ephemerality, 
transmutation and purification, while the mindful process 
is an antidote for uncertainty and a constant sense of 
dislocation.

My latest book m2 is about the inequalities in the amount 
of space we all have to live on. Depending on the country, 
this surface is very different and can vary from 6 to 89 
square metres. 

This is a question that has caught my attention. I compared 
the figures with the space I live in. It gave me food for 
thought. In my research, I found some data from the United 
Nations and Tamara Pearson’s 2016 article “Mansions and 
Slums: the Inequality of Living Space”. 

I decided to work on the sentences by giving rhythm to the 
typography. Each country mentioned is accompanied by a 
monotype on cotton paper. In my engravings, I highlighted 
the number of square metres and the type of sunshine that 
each home could receive. In all the pages, I have cut out 
the silhouette of a house that grows larger by following the 
statistics on the pages.  

For more information, please visit the website:
http://www.gycouture.com

HOME 
Gaby Berglund Cárdenas
HOME, 2020 is a foldable artist’s book/installation that 
resonates with the global narratives of woman, earth, 
pandemic and loss of home. Materials include hemp, thread, 
India ink on altered Spanish Bible pages. The words woman/
mujer, earth/tierra, hunger/hambre, plague/pestilencia, 
mortality/mortandad, and verses of ruin and devastation on 
earth/asolados has been left unredacted. 
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The book is included in Gaby Berglund Cárdenas’ Solo 
Exhibition “Prints, Books and Solitary Things” at Grafik i 
Väst Gallery in Gothenburg (20th Feb – 10th March 2021). 
This is the first solo exhibition in Sweden for Ecuadorian 
born Cárdenas. She has had several individual exhibits in 
South Korea and the USA.
https://gabyberglundcardenas.wordpress.com

ER(R)GO No. 41 (2/2020) - 
Photographs/images/projections
… a boundless proliferation of images, a gargantuan 
escalation of photographic narratives, overproduction, 
excessiveness and inflation of visuality, contamination by 
portalosis, gaze as the imperative. Images obscure reality; 
it’s about time we opened our eyes.

How much truth is there to photography? Are the things 
we see true, since acontextual, non-situational and 
uninterpreted truth does not exist? How many truths then? 
The charming demon of interpretation lends a helping hand 
here: truth is constituted in and through interpretation, 
we cannot suspend our interpretative activity, nor can we 
elevate ourselves above interpretation without interpreting. 
That way or another, we’d better avoid the fear, dismay 
and anger of the audience. Someone says: the opposite of 
truth is falsity; hmm, who would have thought? How about 
trustworthiness instead of truth? We shall see.

Read the individual articles for this issue at: 
https://www.journals.us.edu.pl/index.php/ERRGO/issue/
view/672

Two new artists’ books by Ian Andrews can be viewed in 
their entirety on YouTube:

The shuffle of things: the Network
This work is a 40-page hand-drawn book, white ink on 
black tissue paper, inspired by a “significance absence” of 
2020.The large hadron Collider at CERN was turned off 
throughout the year while being upgraded to achieve higher 
energy levels necessary to search for the phenomena of dark 
matter, the next great mystery in physics.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89K7fAU3_XY

The shuffle of things: Your guess
The drawings speculate on what traces dark matter might 
leave and the white ink on the black ground reference cloud 
chamber images from the first detectors of the late 19th 
Century. Just as the interactions of the elemental particles 
create matter and “everyday” reality so the book is created 
by interactions between the ink and the absorbent pages of 
tissue paper. The ink leaks through several pages leaving 
monoprint-like traces which guide the next sequence of 
drawings / pages. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8QCNFHfWOyM

For more information on the artist’s collaboration with 
particle physicist Prof Kostas Nikolopoulos, visit: 
http://thesketchbookandthecollider.com 

The private press in New Zealand : an annotated directory
Jürgen Wegner, the Blackdawn Press
Snippets on the book arts in Australia appear in the BAN 
from time to time. But I cannot remember having seen 
anything much from New Zealand. This despite the country 
having some tradition in this area—especially in its private 
presses. The Holloway Press, a fine press operating at the 
University of Auckland, produced books until recently, 

https://www.journals.us.edu.pl/index.php/ERRGO/issue/view/672
https://www.journals.us.edu.pl/index.php/ERRGO/issue/view/672
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current but especially historic New Zealand private presses. 
But just what is a private press in its New Zealand context? 
There may well be as many definitions as there are collectors 
and collections! But I have tried to get away from the idea 
that is it all about fine printing. Private press printing 
is about so much more. Then there are also the presses 
at institutions such as the bibliographical and now fine 
presses. Presses at colleges and schools. New Zealand has a 
large number of printing museums and some of these have 
named presses producing work by letterpress printing. 

And what of what I call the proto-private presses? These 
things have not sprung from the land fully formed. In fact, 
Professor Roderick Cave in his book on The private press 
(1971) traced its European antecedents back to the early 
years of the 16th century: 1505! And New Zealand’s could, 
arguably, be traced back to the first years of colonisation: 
1830.

The private press in New Zealand directory is also intended 
as a starting point for such enquiries. 209 private presses 
have now been identified, many still active today. Entries 
are by press name, then a brief historical account followed 
by any references I have been able to find for each press. 
There is a comprehensive index as well as a concluding 
general bibliography. The idea was to also have the book of 
120pp. illustrated with specimens of printing from current 
New Zealand private presses. But then came Covid-19 
which has impacted heavily. Though there are still about 
five specimens in each copy. The edition is of 25 copies 
for private circulation (mainly for libraries) and has been 
produced at my own private press, the Blackdawn Press 
(established in the Orwellian year 1984).

I would be interested to make contact with anyone 
interested in the ephemera of print:
Jürgen Wegner, Librarian
Brandywine Archive, Sydney
PO Box 419, Eastwood, NSW 2122, Australia
branntweinarchiv@hotmail.com.au

New works from Julie Johnstone, Essence Press:

Lacunal Blues
Commissioned by Neil Crawford and available in a
limited edition of 7.

Many of my artists’ books explore visual and spatial 
perception and distillation. I return again and again to ideas 

many of which were the equal of anything I have seen 
anywhere. Tara McLeod at the Pear Tree Press has an 
ongoing romance with the typographic poster but also 
finely printed books. There are also presses like the Otakou 
Press fine press at the University of Otago with its Printer 
in Residence programme. Fernbank Studio, Glyphs & 
Graphemes, Kowhai and Wai-te-ata presses are also 
worth mentioning.

And there has been a great deal written about these 
presses—published mainly in New Zealand. My 
bibliography on the subject probably has more than 
300 items now. These include academic works which look 
at the long history of private printing in New Zealand. 
But, for some reason, no-one has thought to collocate all of 
this information. No-one has ever produced a directory of 
current as well as the historical private press in 
New Zealand.

The Brandywine Archive in Sydney is a project to create a 
comprehensive archive—as a librarian, I prefer this word to 
that of “library”—on the subject of print culture. Especially, 
to try and document (collect) printed information on the 
more forgotten areas of the subject. Such as type specimen 
books, printers’ manuals, trade technical printed matter 
including company publications on machinery and 
equipment, company histories, paper sample books and kits. 
Who collects stationery sample books (printers’ blanks)?! 
Books too, it goes without saying. Material internationally 
from Mainz to Melbourne to Moscow. Also, a Pictorial 
Collection (11,000+) including photos of presses. As well 
as a Zettelarchiv as in an ephemera collection (40,000+) 
including samples of printing from private presses the 
world over (donations welcome). 

Based on the resources I have available to me here at the 
Brandywine Archive, I set about compiling a directory of 
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80gsm Hahnemühle Sumi-e; bound with linen thread; 
supplied in a three-section folder (330 x 255 mm) made 
from a sheet of 190gsm Bockingford watercolour paper; 
supplied with a handbound artists’ statement; an edition of 
7; 2020; £175  

One of the edition (no. 4/7) has been acquired by Tate 
Library at Tate Britain, and will be available for viewing 
at some point in the future.

Marks on a surface
Marks on a surface is an ongoing body of work that focusses 
on photographs of marks on temple walls that I have taken 
during residencies in Kyoto over the past five years. 

During 2020 I created five large book works, each 
containing images taken from a separate wall in Kyoto. 
The images are unaltered, and simply show the patterns and 
cracks caused by damp and age. Printed large scale and on 
a textured watercolour paper, each page evokes the feeling 
of standing in front of the wall, and touching its surface. 
Many of the patterns are intriguing to me, as they resemble 
physical landscapes, or Japanese/Chinese landscape 
paintings. Others have the feeling of abstract painting. 

of emptiness and the barely visible, so I was immediately 
drawn to the word ‘lacuna’ when offered the title ‘lacunal 
blues’ by Neil Crawford for a commission. It brought 
to mind a similar concept from Japan that has always 
interested me – that of ‘ma’, a term that refers to negative 
space, to an empty space or interval that gives shape and 
meaning to the whole – like the pauses between notes in a 
piece of music, like misty expanses between mountains or 
trees (such as in one of my favourite screen paintings, by 
Hasegawa Tohaku, of pine trees). Lacuna offers another way 
to look at empty space – that of an omission (accidental 
or deliberate?), something being or becoming missing, 
something lost, worn away, something that has fallen away. 
It reminded me of the sensation when you play a piano and 
one of the keys fails to sound. A loss – or an interval – in 
time and space, in the normal expectation of things. 

Like many of my abstract non-textual book works, Lacunal 
Blues uses tints of one of the four colours of the CMYK 
model, in this case cyan. In the first book of this triptych 
work I use six tints sequentially over six pages, starting 
on the cover of the book: 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%. 
These tints of cyan fill two blocks printed on the page. These 
blocks gradually decrease in width. Thus the unprinted gap 
between them that ‘fills’ the centre of the page gradually 
increases in width: starting at 5mm, and widening to 
10mm, 15mm, 20mm, 25mm, 30mm. Giving an illusion of 
condensing. In the second book the same tints of cyan are 
used, in the same order, but this time each page is printed 
with the ‘missing’ cyan from the ‘gap’ from the first book. 
Each page has a thin vertical block of tint at its centre, 
gradually increasing in width as before. In the third book, 
the two previous arrangements are brought somewhat 
together. The missing tint is to be found ‘fallen through’ and 
extending into the gap on the following page. The identity of 
the tints and the gaps becomes less clear.

A triptych, with three ways of experiencing or reading the 
gaps, the lacunae. The reader can spend time with the gaps, 
first in their nature of being an absence, then in their being 
found and becoming present, and finally in their shifting 
into new realities. Using semi-transparent paper adds a 
softening visual layering to the work, playing with what 
might lie beyond apparent presence and absence.

Three books; each book h 280 mm x w 190 mm; printed 
inkjet on six facing pages (including the cover page) on 
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Read more at: 
https://louiselevergneux.com/half-measure-studio/

Watch a video / purchase link at: 
https://louiselevergneux.com/artistsbooks#/surveillance/

Uncharted Side Roads
Mike Nicholson

Dear Friends of Ensixteen Editions and fellow travellers 
generally

Please be aware that ‘Uncharted Side Roads’ – the 33rd 
edition of the ‘bio auto graphic’ zine series – is now available 
from Mike Nicholson.
The events of a particularly momentous period have fed 
into this ongoing mix of text, image, happenstance & 
observation. 
Having percolated during successive Lockdowns, dizzying 

The images were taken of otherwise unremarkable walls, 
walls that we might tend to ignore as we pass by, so they also 
explore the overlooked and the ordinary that we often pass 
by without noticing.

Five books; each book h 260 mm x w 360 mm; printed 
inkjet on Bockingford watercolour paper 190gsm; 2020; £25 
per book. For all new work from 2020, please visit 
https://www.juliejohnstone.com/works/2020-2/

A new list of books offered by Librairie In-Quarto:
44 Livres d’Artistes

Jean COCTEAU, Salvador DALI, Raoul DUFY, DUNOYER 
de SEGONZAC, Max ERNST, Pablo PICASSO, VILLON...
View the full list at:
https://in-quarto-marseille.blogspot.com/2021/02/44-livres-
de-peintres.html

Surveillance
Louise Levergneux
Surveillance presents the direct result of a three-year 
collection of security warning sign photos. The key concept 
started in the summer of 2017 while traversing the US from 
Boise, Idaho, to Gatineau, Québec. I felt my every move 
being watched, while travelling across the country. I became 
more sensitive and aware of the level of surveillance forced 
upon me. It wasn’t that the surveillance was personal, but 
universal, that presented a dilemma for me. However, it 
became apparent Google was tracking my digital journey as 
I researched online. I noticed advertisements from my latest 
searches as Google kept tabs with bread crumbs history and 
presented personalised promotional links on the screen. 
Who’s watching?

©2021 Louise Levergneux. Inside view of the tunnel book.

https://in-quarto-marseille.blogspot.com/2021/02/44-livres-de-peintres.html
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Downing Street u-turns and viral mutations, the edition 
is finally ready to be mass-tested beyond leafy Stoke 
Newington, London N16.

The unfolding year 2020 is considered in pencil line, digital 
colour and written word.

While the edition is intended for inclusion in this year’s 
BABE activities – it will also be featured as and when the 
artist/author exhibits in due course.

Meanwhile, those of you who are regular buyers – both for 
private pleasure and public/academic collections – please 
do make direct contact, either at his email as below – and/or 
DM through his Instagram account @ensixteen_editions

Copies can then be sent to you through the post, naturally.
ladnicholson@yahoo.co.uk 

On Standby
Mireille Ribière
There are numerous photobooks and series of photographs 
that document the ravages of time or the progress of ill 
health, be they testimonies of witnesses or self-portraits. But 
how does one convey by photographic means the feelings 
of helplessness and the sense of alienation from oneself 
and others generally experienced by hospital patients? 
This photobook constitutes such an attempt. It is about an 
intensely personal experience with which most people who 
have spent time ill in hospital will identify.

This work is informed by the need to preserve the 
confidentiality and privacy of patients and staff, the 
technical limitations of the iPhone 6 used, as well as the 
severely weakened state of the photographer herself. 
Text, photographs and design by Mireille Ribière, Suncroft 
Press, UK. 21 x 20 cm, handmade concertina book, 14 folds, 
limited edition of 25.
https://www.mireilleribiere.com/work/on-standby/

On Standby is currently in the 11th Annual Self-Published 
Photobook Show (online) at The Griffin Museum of 
Photography, Winchester, MA, USA, until 26th March 
2021. (Virtual Reception 21st March 2021, 4pm DST). 
This year the 11th Annual Self-Published Photobook Show 
is virtual due to the Covid-19 Pandemic. There was one 
call for entries which resulted in two online exhibitions. 
Plus an online catalogue. The Davis Orton Gallery & 
Griffin Museum of Photography are each holding a virtual 
exhibition on each of their venues’ websites. 
https://griffinmuseum.org/show/11th-annual-self-
published-photobook-show/

IN MEMORIAM (2021)
A tribute to artist/poet Ian Hamilton Finlay by 
Alastair R Noble
I first visited Little Sparta twenty years ago and then again 
last year in July out of lockdown. Thereafter, coincidentally 
I found a brick buried in my garden with the work “Temple” 
embossed on it. Consequently this became the catalyst for 
a little homage in form of small installation my garden that 
used the brick as a foundation to an arch made from white 
marble fragments that suggests the Portara for Apollo’s 
Temple Naxos. This installation became the stimulus for this 
small artist’s book completed during lockdown in my studio 
in Liverpool, UK.

2021 205 x 210 mm, 12 pages, inkjet printed on archival 
paper 100gsm. Thread bound HMP boards dust jacket with 
cutout Edition 22 Price £35, plus p&p. 
https://www.gnobilis-press.com 

Clothes | Vetements
Otto

https://griffinmuseum.org/show/11th-annual-self-published-photobook-show/
https://griffinmuseum.org/show/11th-annual-self-published-photobook-show/


Screen printed picture book in English and French. 
The English version is an edition of 60. The starting 
point for Clothes were doll’s dresses which I acquired at a 
fleamarket. These were printed in black after exposing them 
directly onto the screen without digital intervention. The 
text and the doll are printed in red. The accompanying text 
is a short description of clothes and their function in society 
from my personal point of view.

The book is screen printed on a sheet of 160gsm cartridge 
paper. The sleeve is printed separately on cartridge paper. 
The book measures 15 x 21 cm, with sleeve 16 x 23 cm.
The English version is an edition of 60 and has translations 
in German and French inside the cover. The book comes 
wrapped in a sleeve. €25.
https://www.ottographic.fr/book-shop/clothes

Asemica to go
Paul Thompson, New Zealand
My classical education was non-existent. I am lacking 
in Hebrew, Greek and Latin so it was Wikipedia to the 
rescue when I came across the term ‘asemic writing’. 
It means writing without semantic content – with no 
decipherable symbols - the ‘reader’ has to fill in, translate 
and create meaning. A sort of literary version of abstract 
expressionism. Or a form of  avant-garde calligraphy.

Asemic writing has a long history. Tang Dynasty 
calligraphers created illegible ‘texts’ over a thousand 
years ago and the Dadaists and Surrealists were modern 
practitioners. More recently the French Letterists and others 
working on the boundaries of writing and graphics, and 
some well known artist’s book makers such as Timothy Ely, 
have created works with abstruse ‘languages’.

After making a no-page book, An Essay Towards a Real 
Character and a Philosophical Language, several years ago 
the challenge of a book with pages but no meaning was 
irresistible. In this case less was certainly more. What to call 
this project? Faux- Latin suggested Asemica which seemed 
like a possible plural so the edition of a dozen books all 
carried that as a title on the covers but laid out in such a 
way as to need deciphering itself – a sort of easy step 
into asemictry.

While the marks [‘writing’] have no meaning the book was 
structured using some of the standard conventions of text. 
There was a title page, blocks of ‘text’, borders, margins, page 
numbers, etc., all wrapped into a standard codex format 
using wooden boards as covers, again referencing a now-
historical but once ubiquitous ‘bookishness’.

The edition Asemica consists of twelve unique works all with 
identical covers. They could be regarded as a sort of multi-
volume anthology of asemic writing but married to the 
artist’s book in which the content is often an interpretation 
or expansion of  the bibliographic form itself.

Paul Thompson can be contacted at: 
museumphoton@gmail.com

A Poetics of the Press: Interviews with Poets, Printers, 
& Publishers
Edited by Kyle Schlesinger 
Ugly Duckling Presse 
Where do books come from? How do visual artists and 
poets collaborate in book form? What does typography, 
design, and distribution have to do with making meaning? 
I had the opportunity to ask these questions, and more, 
with some of the greatest poets and publishers of the 
20th century. 
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A Poetics of the Press: Interviews with Poets, Printers, & 
Publishers is now available at a generous pre-order discount 
from Ugly Duckling Presse. Contributors include: Keith 
& Rosmarie Waldrop, Tom Raworth, Lyn Hejinian, Alan 
Loney, Mary Laird, Jonathan Greene, Alastair Johnston, 
Johanna Drucker, Phil Gallo, Steve Clay, Charles Alexander, 
Annabel Lee, Inge Bruggeman, Matvei Yankelevich, Anna 
Moschovakis, Aaron Cohick, and Scott Pierce. 

The publication of Donald Allen’s The New American 
Poetry in 1960, as well as the Vancouver and Berkeley 
poetry conferences, sparked a poetic renaissance. It was an 
era rich in exploration and innovation that articulated a new 
relationship between form and content. Simultaneously, 
American artists began working with the book as a 
creative medium that rivaled the European tradition of the 
early twentieth century. This book is the first collection 
of interviews with some of the pioneers working at the 
intersection of the artist’s book and experimental writing 
that continues to this day.

ISBN: 978-1-937027-74-2. $24. Order a copy here: 
https://uglyducklingpresse.org/publications/a-poetics-of-
the-press/ 

Title / „æ„¤„Č„ė 
by Author / ÖųÕß
Asami Murakami and Rahel Zoller
The Western and Japanese book in a dialogue with each 
other, create two conceptual frameworks that invite the 
reader to explore the book format and its tradition. 

When naming the top and the bottom of a book in Japan the 
top is called: Ģģ sky or heaven and the bottom µŲ ground 

or earth whereas in Western publishing, the top is called 
head and the bottom tail: this originates from the animal 
skin a book was bound in historically.

2020, digital print, b/w, print on demand, printed in UK and 
Japan, book set, 13.0 ”Į 20.5 ”Į 1.0 cm first print run 100. 
€35 Available at: https://edcat.net/item/title-3/

Foundry 
Gregory Betts
Redfoxpress
Collection “C’est Mon Dada” # 156. The latest in the 
collection of small artists’ books dedicated to experimental, 
concrete and visual poetry, or any work combining text and 
visual arts in the spirit of Dada or Fluxus.
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Visual poetry. A6 format (10.5x15 cm / 4 x 6”) - 40 pages. 
Hardcover, thread and quarter cloth binding. Laser printing 
on ivory paper. February 2021. Price: 15 euro / 20 US $ / 
13 GBP Sterling. http://redfoxpress.com/dada-betts.html

A-M-Z. 2021
Claire Jeanine Satin
Bookwork with eight “pages”. Aluminium with found object, 
printing on transparencies, aluminium miniature letters, 
crystals. http://satinartworks.com

Querschnitt durch die Schwarze Kunst
Caroline Saltzwedel
Hirundo Press, Hamburg
Querschnitt durch die Schwarze Kunst could be translated 

Panorama of a Printing Office. Caroline Saltzwedel, who 
lives and works in Hamburg, has turned the typesetting 
and printing rooms of Hamburg’s Museum of Work into 
Bauhaus-inspired graphics set by hand in metal type 
during the months of lockdown, thus creating a tribute 
to letterpress itself. Translucent paper sheets lead the eye 
through the workshop, showing the very machines used in 
the production of this book.

Hirundo Press, 2020. The normal edition of 120 numbered 
and signed copies is accompanied by 10 special copies of 
double width in a grey cloth case. More details at: 
https://hirundo.eu/buchkunst/schwarze-kunst

REPORTS & REVIEWS

Rosemary Everett - residency at Marchmont House, UK
Rosemary Everett is one of five artists to be awarded a free 
residency at Marchmont House in the Scottish Borders. She 
will move into the new Tower Studio for a month in April. 
Rosemary is the only Book Artist selected; her proposal 
includes restoring a vintage flat-bed press and producing 
a limited edition book celebrating the magnificent house 
and surrounding landscape. Rosemary’s work combines 
collagraphs, wood engraving, letterpress and lino cuts with 
upcycled or vintage materials (packaging, maps and nautical 
charts) to create books that intrigue and entertain.  Her 
work often celebrates Scotland’s unique colours and light. 

Borders Art Fair teamed up with Marchmont to offer 
these residencies as a way to support the region’s artists 
during the pandemic (the 2021 Borders Art Fair having 
been cancelled). The successful applicants are the first 
visual artists to use the beautiful Tower, created during the 
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Rosemary Everett, Out of the Blue
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restoration and refurbishment of 19th-century mansion’s 
outbuildings. Marchmont’s Creative Spaces programme 
aims to make it a home for artists, craft makers and creative 
businesses of all kinds.

Rosemary said “This is a very special opportunity for me. 
The support and access to a bigger, and inspiring, space will 
give me an opportunity to work in a totally different way; 
my home studio is tiny and I’ve spent a lot of time there 
lately!  I am looking forward to interacting with the other 
Marchmont artists, and to getting to know the Tower Studio, 
house, collections and grounds.  My book ideas are based 
around using mapping and personal stories to encourage 
exploration and investigation.  I am very pleased that a book 
artist has been selected as one of the first five visual artists to 
use the new space”.

Follow Rosemary’s progress on Instagram @everett_creates
For more about Borders Art Fair see: 
https://www.bordersartfair.com
Visit https://marchmonthouse.com for more information.

Dis Manibus - Carved in Stone 
Tatjana Bergelt
How to narrate the possible paths of a child priest in 
Ancient Rome?
Child Priest? What am I talking about? 
In the fall of 2018 I was in Rome, a happy resident at the 
Villa Lante - the Institutum Romanum Finlandiae.
Epigrams, the coded abbreviations and narrations hacked 
in stone were the focus of my interest. Having had access 

to different research facilities I studied quite often at the 
Library of the American Academy in Rome (AAR), which 
proudly hosts an impressive collection of epigraphic stones 
in its courtyard. My Fellow researcher Roosa Kallunki’s 
doctoral theses on “The Agency of Children in Ancient 
Rome” intrigued me and awoke the interest to decipher 
these epigrams, e.g. “AMICFIDELBMFEC” would stand for 
“amic(o) fidel(issimo) b(ene) m(erenti) fec(it)” - his loyal 
friend (and) benefactor. (https://paregorios.org/resources/
abbrev/norefv/index.html)

These epigraphic stone inscriptions 200 B.C-100 A.C were 
the inspiration for the artist’s book Dis Manibus. Its initials 
“D. M.”, often found on Roman tombstones, refer to ancient 
Roman deities representing the souls of a deceased. There is 
a whole life imaginable, to tell how many years, months and 
days, sometimes-even hours this very person lived, in what 
relation he/she was to the donor of the stone and what were 
the deceased’s duties. It seemed more than fascinating that 
some 40 letters could contain a whole life story. I literally 
wanted to trace the story of an existing person by rubbing 
the epigram from the stone onto the paper.

Based on an excerpt of Kallunkis research: “Child Priest in 
Ancient Rome” I chose two stones fitting the time period 
and subject of children. The brief inscription allows one to 
imagine the life of the mentioned child. I had to try out a 
considerable amount of different type of paper, before the 
rubbing succeeded to my satisfaction. Each rubbing was 
performed 13 times for the edition of 13.

The accomplished imprints determined the use of 
magnesium clichés for embossing of the Latin transcriptions 
and English translations, echoing that relief of the imprints, 
each of which stays after all a unique copy.
In my mind I reached out, took the child by the hand, and 
let it guide me. We walked together the city’s ancient streets, 
passing fountains, entering a Roman house of that very 
time, seeing wall frescoes and pigments all contemporary to 
my child’s life. I had to research the probable paths, to find 
streets, which still remained, pavement, mural structures, 

Rosemary Everett, Into the Blue
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marble floors and mosaics from 200 B.C. The temples, in 
which rituals were performed, were mostly located in the 
Forum Romanum and Palatinum areas. There, in the houses 
of Augustus and his wife Livia, my imagined route ends. 
The featured text by Roosa Kallunki brings two case studies 
to light, based on epigraphic sources. One of a 4-year-
old boy and the other of a 6-year-old girl, both of whom 
had different religious responsibilities. The point of view 
imagined is the one of a child, near the ground. 

The relief left on the Bütten paper appears like the history in 
Rome - more visible, when knowing what lays underneath, 
better readable on the backside of the leaf. The photo 
collages guide you calmly towards the final text, which 
highlights the D and M as an echo of Dis Manibus – to the 
spirits of the dead… The black colorfully sprinkled rubber 
mat in the bookcase adds to its heaviness and imitates the 
street grounds. 

Tatjana Bergelt.  Dis Manibus - Carved in Stone. Rome; 
Helsinki; Weimar: 2020. 28 x 37 x 5 cm (slipcase); 25 x 36 
cm (book).  26 leaves. Edition of 13 copies / Photo collage, 
inkjet, blind embossing, hot foil embossing, bookbinding. 
Bütten - 250 gm, Japanese Bamboo- 170 gm and Napura 
Khepera papers 130 gm, card board, rubber mat. The book 
is housed in a special drop-sided box with folding flaps 
inside a custom slipcase.

Tatjana Bergelt (Finland) is a Helsinki-based artist from 
East Germany, Berlin, who works in multiple medias: artists’ 
books, printing, collages and drawing. She holds a BFA and 
MFA from the University of Art and Design in Halle Burg 
Giebichenstein in Germany and a MFA from the Ecole 
Supérièure des Beaux Arts à Paris in France. Her work 
is based on her interest in intersections of philosophical, 
historical socio-political inquiry and visual narration. 
Speaking many different languages, words and their 
culturally bound meanings overlap with refined sense of 
material and appear in artists’ book form, creating a range 
of projects with multi-layered content while maintaining 
a personal language and spontaneity in finding unusual 
solutions for her artistic ideas.
http://www.tatjanabergelt.com

BAN 138 COVER ARTIST - I AM THE MESSENGER
Peter Morgan, Road Books, Ireland
This is an homage to Greta Thunberg’s book No one is too 
small to make a difference. I invited people to take photos 
of their children with the book, or to respond to it in 
whatever way they chose. I have then manipulated their 
photographs and added text.

The book will be presented online as a flipbook which can 
be viewed at a pace that suits the viewer, launching at BABE, 
Arnolfini, 17th April 2021. For more information visit: 
https://www.roadbooks.ie

STOP PRESS!
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UWE Bristol Exhibitions are within Bower Ashton 
Library. Please check before travelling.* 
http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/
openingtimes/bowerashton.aspx  
Tel: 0117 3284750 (library main desk) 
* The library is currently closed to external visitors.

NEXT DEADLINE: 1ST APRIL FOR THE MID-APRIL 
- JUNE NEWSLETTER

If you have news, please email items for the BAN to: 
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk  Please supply any images as 
good quality RGB jpegs (200 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk  |  Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

For up to date / last minute news…
follow Sarah on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/SarahBodman

Dis Manibus - Carved in Stone, Tatjana Bergelt. Photo: J. Tiainen


